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Sponsored by the Student Organization of W. D. Lowe Vocational School 
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"THE TOWERS" 1956-1957 
"The Towers" Editorial t aff and Spon rs 
THE EDITOR SPEAKS 
by Lionel Pope 
With the publication of this magazine, a big job has 
been completed-the preparation of a factual account 
of the activities of the past year. We have worked hard 
to make it complete and interesting. 
The book, as ever, is dedicated to the graduates, the 
students and the faculty members of this school. It is our 
hope that in the years to come, "The Towers" will be 
brought out many times to recall to mind memories of 
happy d oys spent here and the enduring friendships that 
were formed. 
As editor-in-chief, I would like to express my thanks 
to the many people who made this publication possible. 
In particular, I should like to mention Mr. R. Magda, 
faculty member in charge of advertising, and Mr. G. 
Aitchison, in overall charge of the magazine. 
Since ii would be impossible to produce this book 
without the financial assistance of firms whose ads ore 
on these pages, readers to pa~them. 
\) -~ 
Vocali~nal United Council, lefl ta right, Marion Mae Perrin; Lynn 
Potterson, treo,urer; Douglas Horwood, presidenti Gladys 8oychuk. 
Seated, Miu E. McKay. 
Editorial Stoff of "The Towers", left lo right, Fronk Ryon, odvertlslng; 
Lionel Pope, editor in chief, Ann Schofield, assistant editor, Normand 
loRose, advertising manager. 
VOCATIONAL UNITED REPLIES 
by Doug Harwood, president 
As executive members of Vocational United, we cannot 
speak too highly of the work done by Lionel Pope and 
his editori.91 assistants on "The Towers". A yearbook is, 
we feel, an important part of o school, giving in concise 
form a permanent record of what has gone on. 
At the lime, the annual yearbook may seem rather 
unimportant to some student~. In years to come, when the 
memory of familiar faces fades, "The Towers" will ever 
be available. 
We are pleased to sponsor our yearbook and we wish 
to urge all students to give "The Towers" their complete 
support. While money derived from advertising provides 
much of the cost of publication, the yearbook cannot 
continue without adequate student bocking. 
We feel, also, that while some help and guidance may 
be necessary from faculty members, the great port of the 
work and worry connected with the school magazine 
should be shouldered by the students themselves. 
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" THE TOWERS " 1956-1957 
\Nhen you finish school ... 
There's an exciting new world awaiting you at your tele-
phone company-a business world of service to your own 
community. 
At the Bell you work with boys and girls whose interests 
are your own. In addition to the good pay, short work-
week and pleasant offices which tempt you to join the Bell, 
opportunities for advancement and social activities, 
medical and financial benefits persuade you to stay! 
For you boys, there are outdoor 
as well as indoor jobs! For girls, 
there's a wide variety of work. 
And all are "jobs with a future"! 
Poge Three 
Poge Four " THE TOWERS " 1956- 1957 
i 
1he Comeback 
This yeor morked the return of the W. D. Lowe Vocational School football team to the W.S.S.A. league 
after on absence of two years. While it did not capture the championship, the team made such a remarkable 
comeback thot it earned the praise of both press and radio for its excellent teamwork and for the brilliancy of 
the play executed. 
Doctors tell us that a good comeback ofter on injury is o sign of good heolth. The recuperative power of 
the human mind has amazed even doctors, who have seen patients recover whom they have expected to die. 
It is difficult, if not impossible, to estimate a man's hidden resources ond his ability to come bock from apparent 
defeat. One thinks of Abraham Lincoln, who overcame defeat after defeat lo come back to become one of the 
greatest presidents of the United States. 
It has been said that "we are what we think" or that "we or~ what we eat". Both thinking and eating play 
a prominent part in our mental and physical welfare, but we should also remember that "it is not what we eot, 
but what eats us" that effects our mental and physical fitness. Con you forget the unkind remark or slight some-
one has given you, or do you brood over it like a small boy picking at a scab until he has the wound bleeding 
and raw? The Apostle Paul gave us the formula for making a comeback when he wrote, "This one thing I do, 
forgetting those things which are behind, and reaching forth unto those things which are before, I press toward 
the mark ... " 
As you, the graduates of 1957, go out into the b'usiness and industrial world, we hope that you will meet 
your disappointment$ and defeats with courage and determination and "press toward the mark." 
Best wishes and Godspeed to the graduates of 1957. 
GEORGE F. DEAN, Principal 
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"THE TOWERS'' 1956-1957 
Write 
your own 
ticket! 
Growing up in Canada is 
a trip to oppor1unity! No doubt 
about it- the opportunities this 
country offers you are as 
boundless, as diverse, as exciting 
as Canada itself. But whether 
you go far or stop short depends 
on you-and it's not a free ride. We're a big, 
rich country- but our greatest single need is the 
right kind of people, with the right kind of training, 
to develop our riches, to transform our 
bigness into true greatness. 
Now is the time for you to decide how far 
you're going to go. Now is the time to make up 
your mind to take advantage of every educational 
opportunity this country offers you, to increase 
your knowledge, improve your skills, and broaden 
your outlook. Then you can write your own 
ticket-to wherever you want to gol 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA , LIMITED 
Page Five 
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A MESSAGE FROM THE COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF '571 
Although some of you ore looking forword lo continuing 
your educotion in in,lilultons of higher learning, we know thot 
most of you hove looked forward to groduotion os lhe timo 
when you would be prepared lo enler lhe world of industry, 
ond-mosl 1mporlont-enjoy the pleosure of o regular poy 
envelope. 
Perhops ii would be loo much to expecl ol this stoge thot 
you have been looking forword 0110 lo lhe lime when you 
would ouume lhe duties ond responsibililies of o citizen living 
in o democrolic society. Ncverlheleu, ii our democrocy is lo 
survive, your gunerolions must ooume !hose dulies ond re• 
sponsibllilies and moke sure our democracy funclions os ii 
1hauld. 
JI hos been said lhol lruc domocrocy con only function 
among an enlightened ond educoled people. We. hQpe thol lho 
educolion you hove ocquired lhrough our .chool, hos prepared 
you for this role, ond lhal your contribution lo sociely will bo 
one of which we con all be proud. 
( W. H, JENNINGS 
A MESSAGE FROM THE TECHNICAL DIRECTOR 
Youlh is mode for dreoms ond most ,mporlont ore your 
dreams for the future. Sul your dreom, w,ll och,eve very 
llltre unless you hove the will to succeed. Those who hove 
achieved success have done so through a definite plan in their 
youth for great goals in lhe fulur&. Your dreams however 
must be kepi in the realm, of pouibllity and to-day you mull 
work for to-morrow. The sludenh of lo doy have unparalleled 
opportunilies to lranslale dreams inlo realilies, for on all sides 
there are schools for lhe ambitious. 
Those who plan with lhoughl and vision will be in posilions 
lo take advontoge of every circumstance that will help them 
on their way. 
Confucius put ii lhi, way, ' In all motler1 ,ucceu depends 
on preparotion1 without proparolton there will alwoys be 
failures." 
To the graduates and ,1udcnl body of thi, •chool go my 
be•t wishes for a ,ucceuful lulure where your dream, will 
come truo. 
.. 
Leh to right, standing: Miu Mabel Bentley, Miu Jeon Spencer, Miu 
Morlho Galod, Miu Modeline Duncan. 
Sealed· Mrs. Opal Mill,, night school secretary. 
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FRONT ROW (left lo righl): Mrs. M. St. Louis, Miss Y Gignoc, Miss H. Coughlin, Miu M. Connerly, Mr. G. 
f. Worren, Miu G. Green, 'u J. Eostmon, Miss A. McMonus, Mrs. M. WIison. 
SECOND ROW: Mr. S. 
Poge Seven 
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SECOND ROW, Mr. W. Sivell, Mr. R. Ryon, Mr. J. Sherman, Mr. L. flogler, Mr. A. Horrlson, Mr. C. Mursoy, Mr. D. Nixon, 
Mr. R. Edwards, Mr. J. Mitchell, Mr. J. Murroy. ,., 
BACK ROW: Mr. N. Buie, Mr. 8. Newmon, Dr. N. Morrison, Mr. E. Wolton, Mr. W. P. Augu11ine, Mt. W. MacArthur, 
Mr. L. Starr. / 
Poge Eight THE TOWERS" 1956-1957 
Thirty-Fourth Commencement Awards 
Made Friday, November 16, 1956 
W. D. Lowe Memorial Scholarship .................................................................. SANGELLO VETTORELLO 
Detroit lnstitutt: of Technology Scholarship ............................................. ELl7 ABETH SWYNARCHUK 
Border Tool and Die Co. Ltd. Award ........................................................... DONALD DARLING 
Canadian Bridge Co. Award ...... -...................................................................... GINO CICCl IINI 
Canadian Institute of Steel Construction Award .................................... DOUGLAS TOUSIGNANT 
Granite Construction Ltd. Award ................................................ , ................... ROBERT BROOK 
Morris Construction (Windsor) Ltd ............................................................. NINO MARION 
National Auto Radiator ............................................................................................ NORMAN NAUMIS 
National Office Management Association Awards .............................. ANN PICHA 
HELEN FRIMER 
Sl IIRLEY HOLISEK 
Nickleson Tool and Die Co ..................................................................................... PAUL SUWINSKI 
Science Achievement Awards .............................................................................. JOI IN AZLEN 
ALEX RADOVICH 
GINO PAVAN 
OREST D7IS 
Waffle's Electric Ltd. Award .............................................................................. CHARLES I lARRISON 
Windsor Chapter, American Society Tool Engineers ........................ EWALD STAMMLER 
SANGELLO VETTORELLO 
Vocational United Awards .................................................................................... DONALD DARLING 
BEVERLEY LABRECQUE 
ALEX RADOVICH 
School Bursaries ............................................................................................................... ALEX RADOVICH 
JAMES LAUGHTON 
HOWARD ROTH 
MERIT PINS 1 IELEN DRA71C JOHN MEGDAN 
PATRICIA CLAUS MADELINE DUNCAN ELAINE MERESHKA 
JEANETTE CORNUS OREST D71S DONNA NORBRA TEN 
ROSE MARIE GAUTHIER REGINA FEKETE GINO PAVAN 
BERNICE GRABOWSKI I IELEN FRIMER JAMES PEGG 
JAMES LAUGHTON CHARLES HARRJSON ALEX RADOVICH 
NORMAN NAUMlS RUTl I ANN GIRARD HOW ARD ROT! I 
ELAINE OLIVER IRENE KLODNICKI ROBERT SABOLICK 
SANGELO VETTORELLO I IELEN KOZAK ROBERT TALMACJ I 
PETER LOKUN EWALD STAMMLER 
HONOUR PINS TOM LOWERY EILEEN STASIK 
Cl IRISTINE ADAMUS BEVERLY MASINO PAUL SUWJNSKI 
DONALD DARLING JOANNE TRATECHAUD 
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by MARION MAE PERRIN 
Porting is such sweet sorrow-yes, it is sweet and 
yet sorrowful. The graduates of the 19 56 57 class are 
just beginning to realize that leaving is going to mean 
porting from o wonderful institution that hos helped each 
individual attain this goal 
It's strange how ottoched o person con become to 
o school, its teachers, and other students, without reoliz 
ing it. Now, in our lost few days or weeks, we remember 
all of the happy and unhappy events that have become 
so much o port of us, and we leave, but not as jubilantly 
as we expected lo leave four years ago when we first 
entered this school. 
When we entered grade nine, graduation wos o 
long way off We were surrounded with new friends, new 
teachers, o new school, new liberties ond o completely 
new course of study. 
In my first year, I thought the most striking feature 
wos the amount of freedom o high school student wos 
given. This new found freedom mode some students 
terribly shy and quiet, while others took greater liberties 
than were allowed. I particularly remember my home-
room teacher leading me to a corner and lecturing me 
about too many liberties. 
In the second year, everyone changed to a great 
extent, and I for one began concentrating more heavily 
on my studies, and participating in more extra curricular 
activities. Most of the students find their first year difficult, 
and come out of their shells, so lo speak, in their lost 
few years. 
Sports, as well os other extra curricular activities 
interest almost every student, and these as well os studies 
keep everyone busy so that the four years pass much 
faster than ii seemed they would in September, 1953 
Now, four happy years of work and ploy come to 
on end, ond we realize that they were only o very small 
port of our career which is really just commencing. Yes, 
our careers ore just commencing, as each now hos to 
choose his final goal- -college groduole, office manager, 
or good citizen. 
As we leave, we remember the teachers who hove 
played such on important port in our school years, and 
we remember that we ore venturing into o new world of 
responsibilities, one of which is to maintain ond promote 
the enviable reputation that the Lowe Vocational School 
hos won for itself. 
Whatever type of problem may come up in our 
chosen vocations or in our personal lives, there will al-
ways be some lecture, quotation or some experience in 
our school years that will help us solve it 
We are but a few of the many who hove attended 
this school and have benefited by their association with 
the teachers ond pupils who make the institution o living, 
breathing thing. 
Next year we will be gone. In our places will come 
others who will sit in the seats we have occupied; listen 
lo the same lessons to which we listened and carry out 
the many small and large tasks entrusted lo us up to now. 
Our successors will hove the kindly guidance of their 
teachers. For us, the future is po\sibly a bit frightening 
because of the realization that, for the first time, we ore 
faced with the necessity of making our own decisions 
and standing or falling by the result of those decisions. 
In four years, those newcomers who seem so young 
to us now, will be leaving Lowe Vocationol in their turn. 
It will be their turn to learn the sorrowful sweetness of 
parting 
Somewhere, sometime in the future, the words of our 
school song, ' lo uphold her honoured name, we will ever 
strive," will come to mind and bring bock fond mt:mories 
of the faculty ond of W. D. Lowe Vocational School. 
To our teachers, our school and our successors, we, 
the graduates of 19 57 say farewell. 
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WILLIAM ACTOMICK GERALD ALLEN RICHARD ANDERSON ARTHUR AYLAND ROBERT BALLANTINE 
L 
L 
MARY LOU BARROW MARY BEIKO BRUCE BELANGElt MARY BELAWETZ t.OUISE BELENSKY 
BERNADETTE BELLAIRE ROGERT BEUN EDDIE BIELA LEVI BJORKMAN LIONEL BONDY 
-
GLADYS BOYCHUCK JERRY BRAVO MICHAEL BRIAN JOYCE BROWN ROBERT BRUNET 
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..J RUTH BURKHART CAROLYN BURNS SHIRLEY BYRNES BRUCE CAMERON BETTY CARDER 1 J C ,~~ 
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-
J RONALD CARLEY GEORGE CHANTLER KEITH CHESHIRE SALLY CHULUMOVICH 
"-
J - ~ r 
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~ IRENE COJOCAR ROBERT COUVILLION JAMES CROFT ROBERTA CROOME GILIIERT CUNNINGHAM ~ ,) ca:, (~~, 
'- -
~ 
MARY CZACZKOWSKI MARCEL DAGENAIS ARTHUR DALGLEISH MARIE DAVIDSON JERRY DEN EWETH 
,) Q ~ 0 ~_:')' f ~ ; ::,~ 
...,/ ~ 
2 LEO DITTY ROGER DRESSER DEANNA DUCHARME BETTY DUROCHER ROGER DUROCHER 
r 
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VINCENT DUROCHER JOSEPH ELLIOTT PATRICIA ELLIS PETER ERDELYAN AllEN EVANS 
GEORGE FEDAK CAROLE FIXTER BARBARA FLAHERTY SHEILA FLETCHER CLARE FORSYTH 
ION FRANCE MARTHA GALAD LYDIA GAUER ESTHER GELLNER JAMES GLOVER 
It 
GARY GODWIN GARNET GORDON JANET GOSSEL N JEAN GOSWICK JOEL GOULD 
[ 
. -
OTTO GOZ PAT GRADINER PAUL GRAHAM MARIE GROOMBRIDGE MARGARET GROSS 
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NICK GRUICH JAMES GRUNDY 
J t~, 3., 
J 
J JOAN HARRISON DOUGLAS HARWOOD 
J 
~ ,--1 
~ 
5 
NORMAN HOLOWECKY PATRICIA HOOD 
,. 
.~ 
' 
r! JOAN HRDY TONY HUBERT A r-1 ........,.....-
~ v ) 
RUTH JONES MELVYN JUBENVILLE 
~ 
r 
'
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- -
.... 
JOANNE GUILBEAULT 
} 1~8 
~ '-/ 
RICHARD HEBERT 
" ( ·_-) 
.._; 
MARGARET HORVATH 
t:: .. , 
ADELIA IACOBElll 
FRANK KAINZ 
LOU GYENES 
ROBERT HEBERT 
.1 
NANCY HOUSE 
LEON JONES 
FRANK KAKUK 
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HENRYKA HALIK 
l 
. ~, 
--
MARILYN HICKMAN 
~ 
GRAYDON I-OWE 
-
ROBERT JONES 
,.. ... 
-
" 
MARY KAYE 
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MARILYN KEEMER JANET KELLY 
-
VIRGINIA KUZNIAK WALLACE LAFROMBOISE DONALD LADOUCEUR 
NORMAN LEE MICHAEL LEGGE AGATHA LENNON 
SHIRLEY LESPERANCE DENNIS LEWIS LAWRENCE LIM 
DOUGLAS LOGAN TOM LOWERY DAVID LYONS 
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WEP.NER KNI ESEl ELIZABETH KOTELES 
BERT LAROCHELLE MANELY LAWTON 
JACK LEOPOLD DOROTHY LESPERANCE 
t 
TILLIE LISOWYK JEAN LITTLE 
ARNOLD MANIAS NEIL MANIAS 
[ 
L, 
I 
L. 
l. 
l. 
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-
ANTHONY MARCON JAMES MARENTETTE LINDA MARKLE SANDRA MARSHALL LIONEL MARTEL 
-
MARGARET MARTIN TITO MARZOTTO MARY MATTA MARY MATTIUZ LEO MASSE 
J Q 
-
WALTER McCALL JACK McKENNEY DONNA McMAHON JOHN MEDEL EDWARD MESZAROS 
CARL MILLER ROGER MILLS STUART MILLS JOHN MINI ELLY CAROL MITCHEL 
GEORGE MOLOCI GORDON MONTFORD RONALD MOORE ANDY MORRISON ELAINE MORSE 
Page Si.deen 
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WILLIAM MORVAY JAMES MURPHY JOHN MUZZIN GEORGE NAKLIE 
----
ERNEST NIEMI RICHARD NUNN CATHY OGILIVIE COLLEEN O'HALLORAN SHIRLEY PALKO 
-
L 
LARRY PARENT LAWRENCE PARENT MILAN PARICHE LYNN PATERSON GAIL PATRICK 
-
[ 
DOUGLAS PATIERSON NICHOLAS PERAL TA MARION MAE PERRIN BARBARA PESTRU EDWARD PIZURIE 
[ 
RONALD PREST DOROTHY QUAYLE BARBARA QUINLAN CORINNE RANDALL RAYMOND RATIAI 
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MARY REBKOWEC 
WILLIAM ROGERS 
ILENE REGNIER 
. .,,,._, 
. l}! J!!V 1 
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KENNETH RIVARD 
t 
DONNA RUCH 
LARRY RIVARD KATHY ROBINSON 
MAE ST. ANTOINE 
JOSEPH SERECIN PHIL SHEPLEY ESTHER SIMPSON ROBERT SKRZYPA IRENE SLOBODA 
KENNETH SPODE LARRY STULL EILEEN SZfKEL Y 
VICKY T ANNIS IIOIEIIT TAYLOR LEO TESOLIN LIONEL THERRIEN WILLY VANAUDENAERDE 
Page Ei9hteen 
GUIDO VHTORELLO EARL WARNOCK 
..... 
,~ 
BEVERLY WEBSTER JEAN WELDON 
KENNETH WONSCH TOM YAKONICH 
MARION PERRIN WINS W.O.S.S.A. TITLE 
For the second time in history, the name of W. D. 
Lowe Vocational School was inscribed on the W.O.S.S.A. 
shield for public speaking among senior girls. The winner, 
Morion Mae !Perrin, Cl 2 A, took the school title, went on 
to capture the city crown and thus advanced into the 
finals for Western Ontario. At Woodstock, competing 
against other district winners from Ingersoll, Elmiro and 
London, Marion's main speech on "Communism" and her 
impromtu talk, "There's One At Every Party," were judg-
ed best. Victory crowns an outstandingly successful 
scholastic career for Marion, who is shown in the ac-
companying picture with Miss M. Connerty, who accom-
panied the youthful orator to Woodstock, and John 
Stebila, who won a prize in the contest sponsored by the 
Accident Prevention Association. 
"T HE TOWERS" 1956 1957 
GWYNETH WATKINS 
... [_ 
ROBERT WESTLAKE 
JOHN YOWORSKI 
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A.DVA.NCED BUSINESS EDUCATION 
DAY SCHOOL AND NIGHT SCHOOL 
WINDSOR 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
R. J. SERVICE, Principal & Owner 
·:-:-:-!•·:-:-:-:-:••:-:-:••:-:-:-:• :-:-:-:-:-:-:••!• !•·:-:-:••: ... :-: .. :-:-:-:-:-:••:-:-i• ~ y + y 
. . ·,· I The Salvation Army I 
y y I Grace Hospital jj 
~ y * SCHOOL OF NURSING ::: 
y y 
;,: Offers :,: A A 
+ + 
::: A THREE YEAR COURSE IN ::: 
X X 
,i, NURSING EDUCATION ,i. 
+ + 
. . ·,· + LEADING TO ·,· y y 
y y 
'i' NURSE REGISTRATION .,. 
.. ·,· f y y y 
::: Opportunities are available for affiliation ::: 
::: in Tuberculosis and Psychiatric Nursing. :!: 
+ + 
'i' Room, board and monthly allowance arc ·,· y y 
·•· also provided. ·i-9 y ~ ' :J For further information contact the ::: 
X X 
.i. DIRECTOR OF NURSING .i. 
+ + y y 
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ROW (lcfl 10 roght): Doreen Eve, Par Taylor, 
Dori• Slewin, lole Iacobelli, Virginia Stein, 
Joan Row,c, Goyle Gardiner. 
D ROW· Barbaro McMullen, Rose Tesloni, Rito 
Tintinalli, Donna Dominolo, Dru,cilla Fillar, 
Shirley Ma,lhiol, Sondy Martincllo, Judy 
Bradley, Barbaro Duboc, Donna Johns. 
ROW, Rosemarie Field,, Ann Seal, Verdeno 
Blanchard, Anne Dunn, Gloria Porenr, Bello 
Preston, Vero Bertram, Joanne Brouyelto. 
ROW Holen l<olelos, Su,on Muench, Beverly 
Doe, Isabelle McDonald, Joni Hllch, Nanci 
O'Neil, Judy Dolinsky, Jeon Dix, Noreen Rosen, 
Sondra Freemon. 
/ FRONT ROW (left to right): John Sullivan, Corl Wou, 
Reg. Wilson, Tony Mon,ell, Bob Block, Don 
Stach. 
SECOND ROW· Bill Fraser, Bill Kelly, Lorry l<onoposky, 
Neil Pickle, James Gilliom, John Sinclair, Jim 
Kirst, Roy Show, Bob Wright, Joo Tornopolski. 
THIRD ROW: Don Murphy, Alex Szekely, Bob Bloomfield, 
Ed. Moore, Don S,m, Do~ Bolton, Jerry Now 
ihy, BIii Borns, Rogi' Jof{n,on, Molt Golab. 
FOURTH ROW: Chor}(¥ lloy~~N)ck Neila, George Bo,s, 
Gary Jone/, Bruce eJloy, Wilfred Sequin. 
ABSENT, Floyd Horris, · Flot er, Bob Crow. 
Cl 18 
FRONT ROW (left lo right), Beverley Summers, Geroldino 
Mensch, Gloria Lesperance, Joon Sivilzer, Ann 
Bowden, Jeon Andenon, Lindo Brush, Myrna 
Borlrom. 
SECOND ROW: lllo Gerrard, Marlene Matily, Barbaro 
Cookson, Susan Cookson, Ann Morvay, Viclorio 
Perosko, Kathleen Robinson, Juno Roy, Bernice 
Stromme, Coral Ruuell. 
THIRD ROW: Morgoret McCoy, Ruth-Ann Peters, Carole 
Schatz, Margaret Moluchi, Rosemary Zdziorsk:, 
Sandro Brooks, Patricio Boughner, Holen Postu 
zok, Helen Polchowski, Geraldine Lill, Betty 
Kriveihein. 
ABSENT: Bernadotte McKnight, Esther Zajicek, Elaine 
Collard, Sandro Jacobson. 
l. 
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Tl 1 B 
FRONT ROW (lefl lo right), Gerry Thomp,on, Bob Horris, 
Cordon Sim, Jim Perr:,, Tom fouberl. Dov1d 
Money, Bill Roovos, Bob Conoly Bill Nogy, 
Carmon Low. 
SECOND ROW Don Connor, Richard Borkor, Dove Croy, 
Jock Storl Fred Mason, Gory McAngus, Ken 
Moxwotl, Andy Kylo. 
THIRD 
Cl lC 
ROW Don Fisher, Kon Lemire, Bob Nunn,'"·ca,y 
McKay, Jerry Joyce, Ken Heber!, Ed Szpak, 
Jim Hynds. 
FRONT ROW (lefl lo righl), Eva Mersch, Shirley Mlllnik, 
Evelyn Jette, Mory Owen, Lindo Reeves Morie 
Oles, Connie Vrooman, Morgorel Gillies. 
SECOND ROW Bob Oglon, John SI. Donis John Ander 
son, John Brouillette, George Leslie, Sieve 
Horoky, Victor Mockow, Ernie Durocher, Ted 
Burdellc, Dale Gould. 
THIRD ROW, Bev Jones, Dione Makuch, Helen Fritz, 
Ann Bolcior, Eileen Czombos, Anne Scholicld, 
Brendo Schofield, Judy Rosen, Janel Ouellollc 
Pom Elli1, Ron Vidicon. 
SECOND ROW En:r.o Moala, Ron Sorrell. Ron Brockle-
bank, Tom Dufour, Bob Corchis, Ken Newby. 
Lorry Dole, Fronk Connell, Sluo,t Teornc, 
Ruuoll Wilson. 
THIRD ROW Roger Cox, Colvin Sm,th, Joe Pole,k, Henry 
Czcrweniec, Milton Byrd, Tom Holmes, Murray 
Spollon, Tom Pioli, Bernard Romano, Bill Stroud. 
FOURTH ROW· Jo., Wonsomon, Eric Pul1ko, Leo Carlie,, 
Alon Burgon, Bryon! Schrom, Stan Taylor Jo:,n 
Morillo, Aubrey Groy, Rolph Sawyer . 
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Tl ID 
FRONT ROW (left lo right), John Daito, Roy Ozord, 
Jorry Souchuk, Doue Stincombo, John Dimoid, 
Ted Motisz, George Rodovich, Paul Rose, Don 
Doyon, Mike Dienesch. 
SECOND ROW: Bill Hawken, Poul Tintoniemi, Henry 
Gentili, Gory HIii, Bill Hood, Pot Deuitt, Bob 
Anderson, Rudy Struss, Larry Wendt, More, 
Wynnyk. 
~ THIRD ROW: Don Dupuis, John Hidl, Dick Dunford, Bob Lenart, Fronk Gronmotlco, Erwin Hunter, Lorry Bandy. ~~ 
L. 
FRONT ROW (loll lo right), Jeon Komlmki, Lorna Col• L. 
outti, Morgoret Lipischak, Dione Moore, Rochelle 
Folkin1, Pouli ne Robinson, Eriko Streich. 
SECOND ROW, Pot Powe", Carol Cavender, Shirley 
Snyder, Helen Bolohon, June SI. Antoine, 
Severino, Zuccaro, Radojko Gacesa, Carol 
Dupuis, Lindo Moore, Borboro Doynes. 
THIRD ROW Marilyn MocVoy, Rose Holovic, Nancy 
Joyce, Mory Dienesch, Carol Hunt, Cathy 
Gellner, Dorothy Horvath, Mario Povolcdo, 
Lindo Recchio, Irene Doniel, Joyce Patrick, 
Mathilda Miller, Vivion Gorrick. 
ABSENT, Mory Jeon Lambie, Susanne Roth, Muriel 
~ :'.:''i;2:L 
TlOA 
FRONT ROW (loft to right) Lorne Krouse, Gerold Lill, 
Woller Oestreich, Neil lester, Curtis Scot!, 
Jomes Kocsis, Doniel Atherton, Richard Atherton. 
SECOND ROW, Ernest Meloche, Terry Allen, Wllliom Zin, 
Jomes Herbert, Gerold Kirk, John Rohotynski, 
Bob Bechord, Chorles lamb, Ben Chapmon. 
THIRD ROW: Mike L"hch, Terry Murphy, Bob Gamble, 
William KenMdy, Bob Clarke, Lorry Dagenais, 
Arthur Bennett, Morris Nakonechny. 
FOURTH ROW: Francis Lctroux, John Kenny, froncis 
Charron, Ricky Bunoo, Bill Phaneuf, John 
~·:;3b~~,· "··~ 
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ClOB 
FRONT ROW lloft lo right), Sylvio Burdollo, Morlone 
Houn, Kolhy Fields, Yvonne Loe, Doreene 
Richardson, Morlho Jokobszen, Joan Vrooman. 
SECOND ROW Ann McDonald . Angelo Sonlovicia, Syd 
Reeves, Sandro Downie, Audry Urocs, Pol 
Bucheski, Berty Gilchuk, Gail Am,den, Lorelle 
Proul•, Joonno Adams, Marlene Meyer, Ann 
Horvath. 
THIRD ROW, Shirley Parish, Evangeline Schuman, Mouri-
veen Downie, Evelyn O'Connor, Cairn Duke, 
Donno Amsden, Dolores Davidson, Jeon Wiecok, 
Onorio Clcchine, Nancy Corleuo, Roso Mario 
Konoposkc, Doreen Porenl, Bev Chopia . 
Tl0B 
FRONT ROW: (lefl lo righl), Bruce Clark, B,11 Robinson, 
Don Renaud, David Ameodion, Koilh Moulder, 
George Goulh,er, Colvin Pace, Ken Courtney, 
Jock Ouellelle, John Homenick, Paul Boyko. 
SECOND ROW, Rudy Grof, Don Heber!, Bill Barber, Don 
Kwopisz, Don Thomson, Neil Dewill, Paul Rock, 
Ken Barnes, John Bailey, Ken Brown. 
THIRD ROW: Poul lofromboise, Don Pohomoy, Bill Blok, 
Mario Tolriol, Ron little, Armand Rock, Gordon 
Dufour, John Andonian, Peter Kotovich, Gerald 
Holl, Bill Schoof, Don Hudecek, Jerry lewis. 
ClOC 
FRONT ROW (lefl lo right): Helen Nielson, Barbaro 
Sodoi, Irene Coldrich, Marlene Afe•onder, Helen 
Durley, Min Warren, Jacqueline Mills, Alice 
Barton, Joyce Woyvon, Morion Brown. 
SECOND ROW, Groce Thompson, Gail Clark, Janice 
Peterson, Joan Mollo, Judy Gidilevich, Irene 
Cosley, Barbaro Bondy, Jeon Thompson, Deonna 
Sobin, Bernice Mosonvich. 
THIRD ROW, Sylvio Pistognesi, Floro Roy, Elaine 
Carriere, Cynlhio McDonald, Kathleen Percy, 
Jeon Moisonville, Elsa Prelzlov, Terry Ryon, 
Janice Tofflemire, Norma Dupuis, Mory ff.~lips. 
_/ ,, II~ 
~t(,r4J~J 
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n oc 
FRONT ROW (lefl lo right): Jack Fenlon, Alber! Lenardon, 
Gerry Murphy, Frank Bilick, Fouslo Mancini, 
Gamel Goodchild, Jock McCallum. 
SECOND ROW: Rober! Spurrier, Jahn Gieswein, Jahn 
Winkup, Ron Malhew, Larry Harri•, Miko 
Menard; Vit Radovich, Blake Gifford, Tom 
Pegler, John Pelro. 
THIRD ROW: Ron Norman, Jim Gardner, BIii French, 
Joseph Oreskovich, Brue" Dobson, Bob Hansen, 
Ken Brook,u, Tim Botlchor, Ed Gibb•, Ken 
Recine, Lynn Byrnes, Murray Byers, lorry Ea•I· 
ham, Larry Kot yk. 
FOURTH ROW: Charles Deni, Glen Repay.,, Al Piche, 
Herold Owen, Fronk Manchurek, Dick Awod, 
Fronk Rankin, Al Ricard, Doug Marshall, Gary 
Drouillard, Ron Manklelow, Mike Nehr. 
~ _ ttt (ltk~_p~y,,:;,) 
Tli·--
FRONT ROW (lcfl lo righl): Kon Lefler, John Jackson, 
Charles Menord, Tim Allick, Reg Lelournoau, 
BIii Voinorosk i, Eddie Drouillard. 
SECOND ROW Mike Shusl, John Siwek, Bob Garoul, 
Archie Stonley, Ken Gaskin, Fronk Begley, Dick 
Rowland, Woyne Worl ley, Ken Clark, Joo 
Hored. 
THIRD ROW Norm Lo Roso, Arnel Dupuis, Bernard 
llobilaille, Vic Hogue, Tom Losier, Ron Graham, 
Gord Williamson, Loui1 Schussler, Vic Sorlorl, 
Gerold Golomb, Miko Charbonneau. 
FOURTH ROW. Lorry Boll, Vic Lucier, Rager Corey, Bruce 
Lennon, Walt Zorzecki, Dare! Vanmackleberg, 
Walter Damm, Dan Arsenaull, John Piccirilli, 
Lionol Pope. 
l!OW (lofl lo righl): Kon Smith, Bob Wlpp, 
Richard Corriere, Rene Gelinas, Bob Del isle, 
Richard Green, Mr. L. Cook, Richard Buller, 
Ed Boycoll. Tony Mancinone, Tim Diol chonko. 
[. 
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ClOE 
FRONT ROW (loll lo right), Julia Lavoie, Down Evon 
shen, Elaine Desjardins, Shirley Oliver, Coral 
Bendyk, Yvonne D'hondt. 
SECOND ROW: Judy Tymochlo, Borboro Abrash, June 
Lussier, Lourie Ste•ens, Brenda Scratch, Shirley 
Tohill, Norma Hamilton, Judy Allen. 
THIRD ROW, Terry Hicks, Luanne Beren, Olga Kodlubiski, 
Mory Bobinuk, Carol Austin, Joanne Speroni, 
Joanne Lo Pensee, Janet Horoky, Diano 
Piedolue, Dionna Richie. 
ABSENT: Joan Blain, Corolo Ann Dunlop. 
TlOE 
FRONT ROW (left lo right): Lawrence Cybok, Charles 
lombrick, Dave Horvieux, Fred Brower, John 
Blain, Charles Mor.hell, Fred Johnston, Bill 
Potterson. 
SECOND ROW: Charles Somodi, Bill Moore, Lorry Jes· 
sop, Lorry Mortin, Alex Koshmer, Bob Dole, 
Tom Urkosky, Vic Voseleniuk, Bob Forshaw, 
Jim Ledinghem. 
THIRD ROW: Fronk Spendel, Gory Pull, Moll Baum-
gartner, Francis Pojol, Dole Trestroll, Davo 
Marlin, Roy Morcu<, Jock Mayne. 
FOURTH ROW, Dick Coronado, Herb Koller, Frank 
Melocke, Roy Boismier, Len Bellelle, John 
Cockburn, Dove McBride, George Pshomey, 
Poter Woolridge. 
C9A-D 
FRONT ROW (left to right), Jock Benda, Tom Woolsey, 
lorry Bois, Louis Codorion, Preston Gallant, 
Ron Corriere, Lorry Hrywkiw, Lorry Horoky, 
Ron Godwin, Bill Cunningham. 
SECOND ROW Pat Campbell, Dolores McMullen, Eliza-
beth Norm an, Johanne Rei nharl, Larraine 
Budolskl, Enes Fovoro, Ruth Ann Corlew, Deane 
Hrynyh, Welmo Gueguol, Mory Ann Ronit. 
THIRD ROW, Evelyn Dorbison, Bev Crossley, Marlene 
Stromme, Marilyn Johnson-, MorHyn Kearns, 
Yvonne Jeffrey, Annette Blanchette, Carol 
Wilson, Yvonne Rivord. 
FOURTH ROW: Darlene Squire, Mabel McMackln, Carol 
Cincurok, Maureen Shearon, Alberto Huckle, 
Pauline Rivoil, Nancy Libby, Nancy Tracey, 
Joyce Hind. 
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T9A 
FRONT ROW (left to right) Bob Girard, Bob Bulmer, 
Jim Crouchmon, Larry Jonisse, Jack Abbot, 
lorry lowrvnson, Jim Huot. 
SECOND ROW, Ji,.. Slogan, Hunter lee, Earl Browning, 
Bill Beiko, Mickey Moore, Steve Chmilnitsky, 
Dick Gowmon, lorry Mosey, Allon Yotes. 
THIRD ROW: Al Szoworo, Merrill Oakes, Ron Toylor, 
Jock Reod, Lloyd Johnson, Mel Corter, John 
Aron, Andy Stebllo, Rolph Middlemore, Jorry 
Duronce. 
FOURTH ROW, Woyne Redmond, Gory Ruckle, lorry 
loke, Ron Kersey, John Mergyle, Spencer 
Riley, Ed Prentice, Adam Prodan, Fronk Ryon, 
Ston Renaud. 
(98 
FRONT ROW (loft lo right), Holen Pongrolz, Dione 
Dovidson, Bealrice Boca, Judy Rozon, Carol 
Alexander, Helen Jonesik, Arlene Brookes. 
SECOND ROW: Eleonor Demtchenki, Sandro Garvey, 
Judy Lloyd, Donno Gurord, Shirley Bondo, 
Bev Grieves, Barb Burden, Jeannette Chorlrod. 
THIRD ROW: Pot Girord, Helen Jokob, Joyce Kozak, 
Shirley A II en borough, Carol Turner, Carol 
Jonkovic, Groce Jocobs, Amolitta Klein, Morilyn 
Howlett, Doreen Wachter, Pol Doe, Jo Anne 
Ryon, Alice While, Pol loriviere. 
T9B 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Andy Downes, Lloyd Slonley, 
Don Newmon, Norm Neveu, Guy Reid, Ed 
Oono. 
SECOND ROW: Bill Macleod, Gerold Laflamme, Murray 
Olbey, Chorlcs Joe, Tom Wynne-Silh, Brion 
Taylor. 
THIRD ROW: John Boismier, Fred Spooner, Terry Murphy, 
Dole Wilcox, Jim Delisle, Fred Lamoureux, 
Pele Cunningham, Mr. G. Aitchison. 
L, 
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C9C 
FRONT ROW (left to right), Fronce, Lacroix, Pot Pitrus, 
Pot Kenny, Sylvie Byrnes, Pauline Gagnon, 
Jone Sealy, Gionnino Chianduui. 
SECOND ROW: Bernice Snyder, Linde 01,en, Susan 
Kroutner, Horio Gcz, Glor/a Boychuk, Pchy 
Belton, Corold Robinson, Judy Dunslor. 
THIRD ROW: Mor9orol Austrim, Theresa Stogicnlsis, 
Margo loBule, Rose Polchowskl, Koren Reid, 
Betty Bllick, Lindo LoDouceur, Morie Crocco, 
Bev Keen, Sheron hbis1er, Theresa Sonk~ff, 
Carol Clark, Sondy Jack, Lindo Huggord. 
T9C 
FRONT ROW (left lo right): Jim Mrlling, Charles Collins, 
Corl Rupert, Gory Hoggo, Richard Vigneux, 
Bill Thibert, Al Lu,sier, Corl Putinto, Stan 
Horvoth. 
SECOND ROW: Don SIiis, Nelsen Hickey, Jim Zacker, Jim 
Nontcls, Tom Shullleworth, Kon Groves, 8111 
Allick, Bob Reod, Tom Stoszuk, Rino Bosili, 
Conrod Rogoises. 
THIRD ROW: Roger DIiuca, Lorry Soucher, Bob Clifford, 
Dove Brook>, Bob Legault, Auldcn Locuer, 
Fronk Perolta, Neil Janos, Alex Gorden, John 
Latouf, John Scorr, Ted Wonsomcn. 
T9D 
FRONT ROW (left lo right): Barry Bednorick, Bob Alex 
ender, Bob Grovel, Gery Gallegher, Ron Fowler, 
Tim Hornsey, Ken Stroud, Woyne Demp>ey. 
SECOND ROW: Bill Smith, Leo Durocher, John Whllc, 
Gory Jacobson, Bob Milne, Bert Vornhoul, Bill 
Seaward, Lawrence St. Louis, Gery Klingbylc. 
THIRD ROW: Bill Steward, Rolph Dow, Ed Doe, David 
Robert, Wayne Hudson, Chris Posma, Gerard 
Caza, Conrad Brcnko, Jae Robinet, Gene 
Porent. 
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C9E 
FRONT ROW (loft to righl): Millie Mole,io, Holen 
Mozorls, Colhy Smith, Jeonolle Bordoy, Fronce, 
Ilnicki. Carol Belonger Horriel Bouchol, Coro• 
line Relich. Connie Rollinson, Bov Robitaille. 
SECOND ROW. Killy Andkilde, Joyce Hoyes, Corolyn 
Pulinto, Sondy Buige, Gloria Rowling,, Foilh 
longlois, Lindo Vovo,our, Darlene Mockoy, Pot 
Sinosoc, Irene Nogy. 
THIRD ROW Jeanelle Monn, Jonet Mdnlosh. Lorraine 
lo Buie, Joyce Ellwood, Rose Morie Bowin, Lila 
lorsh, Dorothy Rauchwerk, Madeline Kiraly, 
lilly Evans, Nonnelle LoPorlo. 
T9E 
FRONT ROW (left lo right): Larry Cheshire, Tom Wass, 
Keith Broadfoot, Wayne LoRose, Steve Borlrond, 
Jomes Lesperance, Reg Lefoi ve, Guy Chamber-
lain, Joseph Cardinal, Ron Dunn. 
SECOND ROW: Jomes Ouellelle, Jack Pyne, Gerald 
Dimitroff, Bill Deirosier, Lloyd Grondin, Wayne 
Easler, Lawrence Sweetman, Bob Groulx. 
THIRD ROW Woy·ne Telasco, Dick Carriere, Sill Chedour, 
Bob Pills, Vern Cousineau, Bob Dresch. Bruce 
Smith, James Cassidy, Don Sharp, James Orr, 
Moreci lc,beile, Ed North, John Murray, Bob 
Ditchfield, Wolter Wheeler, Roy Yooll. 
C9F 
FRONT ROW (tell lo right): Ethel Johnston, Lynda Holder, 
Joanne Richmond, Gail Kard, JcHie Palorson, 
Shilrey Gelinas, Phyllis Dumarichclle, Doreen 
Gendieou, Pal Oglon, Kalherine Jung. 
SECOND ROW: Marjorie Renoud, Carole Urkosky, 
Merlene Show, Morgorel Woodrich, Bev 
Goaney, Be• Vinci n t, The r c so Robiloille, 
Purrille Reslorile, Antonello DI liegghie, Velia 
Zega, Pot Adair. 
THIRD ROW Del,slc Drew, Maroon Harrison, Rose Morie 
Robitaille, Dorothy Sorrell, Sandro Dunn, Dione 
Jessop, Shirley Henri, Joyce Vachon, Barb 
Knopp, Virginia Craner, Lila McKnight, Mary 
Anne Masse. 
L, 
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T9F 
FRONT ROW (lefl to righl): Bob Ccc,le, Tom Awad, 
Roland Gobel, Wayne Mollhews, Garnet 
Pickering, Bill Lodouceur, Bob McConn, Peter 
Moncini. 
SECOND ROW Corl Phillips, We• Tremblay, Dick Moil 
loux, Poul Frenette, Phil Rice, Nella Colello, 
Gory Marlin, Bob Grice, Mike Beaudoin, Glen 
Gow. 
THIRD ROW Roy Winsock, Lorry Curlis, Drck Emory, 
Charles Drouillard, Dominic Roti, Poul Toylor, 
Roy Nyklfo,uk. 
FOURTH ROW: Art Whited, Lino Coloulti, Dick Cowley, 
~oy Kolclin1ki, Tom Boiloy, Fronk Wojtu,iok, 
J>etor Pesce, Gory Phillips, Gerold lopensee. 
C9G 
FRONT ROW (lcfl lo right), Bunny Lucier, Carol Bell, 
Sheron Getty, Joon Soundco, Velma Reid, Joon 
Voohes, Judy Young, Elizabeth Divorskis, Mory 
Ann Zido. 
SECOND ROW: Judy Gellatly, Ronnie Jewell, Glorio 
Pidhorosky, Elsie Morcocch,o, Ann Close, Rulh 
Rodger,, Morion Young, Mori Lou Wilcox, Mory 
Ann Ozord. 
THIRD ROW: Mari lyn Affleck, Nancy Kearns, Shella 
Hope, Carol Hamel, Geraldine Reaume, Barbaro 
Doon, Doreen Muuun. 
ABSENT: June DeMars, Danna Boychuk, Anne Ro bock, 
Gloria Choppus, Bev Gross, Dione Fletcher, 
Loree Lem ire. 
T9G 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Bob Girard, Bob Copland, 
Jerry Langlois, Dennis Bonner, Dennis Montford, 
Bill Kung, Jim Correll. 
SECOND ROW, Ed Ferrari, Donn11 Brown, Gory Velor, 
Coral Sovoni, Richard Brush, Guiliano Citron, 
Jock Forrester, Bill Cook,on. 
THIRD ROW: lorry Hylton, Woyne Montgomery, Greg 
Brion, Bill Freomon, lorry Twigg, W/11 Bonneau, 
Ed Kaschak, Bob Towle, Enzo Mio, Mortin 
Bednarski, Gino Pioua, John Stewart, Allon 
Luck, Bernard Dufour. 
/ 
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T9H 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Al Bondy, Darryl Bessetle, 
Joe Molnar, Jim Weldon, Joe Adomus, George 
Sterling, George Sutherland, Bill Patrick, Joo 
Kostelnik. 
SECOND ROW: Eric Berglund, Ken Goront, Wallor 
Bondy, Bill Christon, Doug Morand, Graig 
Robertson, Gory Noyle, Jerry Stock. 
THIRD ROW Dick Hunt, Joe Tome, Jim Krstovich, 
Desmond Bondy, Bruce Snowdon, Herb Hamlin, 
Jim Courtenay, Do~e Piazza, Marcel Poiuon, 
Dove Dorrock , Bill Bennett, Dick Skinner, 
Gordon Horn. 
T2J 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Gronston Johnson, Dove 
Dunbar, Gory Word, Roy Brunel, Ed Dillon, 
Larry Schroeder, Gerold Morion. 
SECOND ROW, Grant Mcloughlin, Jim Dittmer, Corl 
Doniher, Leonard Alexander, Jim Hei,ler, Corl 
Parent, Bob Arnold, Jerry Broderick. 
THIRD ROW: Corl Riberdy, Bill Parent, Pat Cassidy, 
Alden Lucier, Gory Vollons, Tom Dowson, Ron 
Butler, Richard Godwin, Pot Sosso. 
T2K 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Len Bowyer, Don St. Antoine, 
Don Desjardins, Pete Smith. 
SECOND ROW: Jim Churchill, Ron Gamble, Charles 
Mollhow, Tod Moronletle, Phil Biobor, Dove 
Aiken, Gerald Guittard, Ran Willis. 
THIRD ROW: Ernie Rondeau, Jae Notyshok, John Grady, 
Poul Wakely, Tom Young, Tom Robert,on, Niles 
Talbot, Mr. J. Mitchell. 
L 
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• 
• Flight-Sweep Styling 
• Torsion-Aire Ride 
• Push-button Automatic 
Transmission 
• Total-Contact Brakes 
• Advanced-design Engines 
• Full-Time Power 
Steering 
These, and innumerable other advances in design, 
construction and engineering, prove once more 
You're always a step ahead in cars of the Forward Look 
PLYMOUTH• DODGE• DE SOTO• CHRYSLER• IMPERIAL 
CHRYSLER CORPORATION OF CANADA, LIMITED 
• • 
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" THE TOWERS " 1 9 5 6 - 1 9 57 
Colln G<,uelln, Auumption, streaks toward the Lowe 
goat. Mike Porlche (45), Norm Hoiowecky (44) and 
Jerry Nalihky (33) attempt to head him off In a game 
won by Auumptlon. 
Poge Tllirty,Th, .. 
PORTS 
F OOTBALL 
Lowe Vocational grads, who have been asking, "What's the molter with the school in football?" For the past few 
years, hod their question answered lost year when the Roughriders again campaigned in the Windsor Secondary 
Schools Association football league. 
There was little wrong with the 1956 squad that couldn't be cured by the presence of more and huskier players 
and o trifle more experience. The experience was gained and should stand the team in good stead next year. The 
shortage of players, however, remains a serious threat to continued participation in the grid sport. 
The season opened with sound drubbings by Assumption High, 34-0, and Forster C.I., 30- 13. However, the clouds 
lifted the following week when Lowe shocked Patterson 26-14. Still under a full head of steam, the Roughriders took 
the measure of Kennedy Clippers to the tune of 19-13. 
Hopes for a playoff berth were dimmed when Walkerville Tartans copped a 27-7 verdict in the final game of 
the season. They vanished for good in a sudden-death playoff won by Walkerville 18 0 . 
Ray Rattai has been named captain for the coming season and behind him he will have a sounder, better bal-
anced squad. 
On the squad, coached by Mr. R. Ryan and Mr. G. Durocher, Lawrence " Bucky" Parent was selected as the out-
standing player and Pete Erdelyan as the player showing the greatest improvement. 
,._.~~ 
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•1• FOR BETTER EDUCATION - IT'S ,1, 
:s: W. D. LOWE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL ::: f A 
'1' FOR BE'ITER FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES + 
'1' IT'S '1' 
.•. .. 
:r: TEPPER MAN'S ::: 
~: 1214 OTTAWA ST. Phone CL 6-6'21 i: 
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Lowe players, 1pearheadtd by llay llottai 1551, Jerry 
Nowit,lcy lbolfoml and Pelt Erd,lyan Crlghll ,top an 
unldtnllfltd Auumptian bodr alter a ,hart game. 
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ALL CITY FOOTBALL TEAM 
In a season that was characterized generally by lack 
of success on the part of W. D. Lowe teams, there was 
same solace in the outstanding athletic achievements of a 
stocky, stalwart named Lawrence Parent-who much pre-
fers to be known as "Bucky". 
Playing for a football team that failed to make the 
city playoffs, Bucky was named to the All City team as a 
halfback. On a basketball team that went through the 
entire season without winning a single game, Bucky 
staged so many scoring splurges that at the end of the 
year he was named top scorer in the league and, more 
important, was selected as a forward on the All City 
team. 
Since Bucky was chosen on the 19 55 All City foot-
ball team while playing for Assumption High School, the 
repeat choice last year might have lacked some of the 
thrill of the original. However, Bucky hod been consider-
ed a second string player on Assumption basketball 
teams and it was not until he decided to pursue a com-
mercial course at Lowe that he blossomed out as a hoop-
ster of such outstanding ability. 
"I think Bucky excelled in his ability to force op-
ponents to make mistakes," said Mr. J. Sherman, his 
coach. "His quick, darting movements enabled him to 
ALL CITY BASKETBALL TEAM 
steal the boll and cash in on baskets before slower rivals 
knew the ball was gone. 
"Defensively, Bucky was able to go at top speed 
throughout a game, a fact quickly discovered by other 
teams. He was given the toughest assignments and came 
through on all of them." 
Mr. G. Durocher, head football coach, also had 
high praise for Bucky. "Our team was green and weak," 
said Mr. Durocher. "Boys playing their first year of 
foolball in the rough, tough Windor league found the 
going much easier because of the example set for them 
by Bucky. 
"IHe seemed to be at the bottom of every pileup; 
to carry the ball much of the time and lo manage to be 
in on almost every tackle made. Sometimes I wondered 
how he was going to be able to walk off the field under 
his own power; but he never quit trying until the final 
gun sounded to end a game." 
Bucky's double selection to All City learns seems to 
indicate that rival coaches and newspaper writers shored 
his coaches' high opinion of his prowess. 
When asked how long it hos been since a Lowe 
player achieved such single honour, old time teachers 
shake their heads and mutter-"lt's been a long, long 
time, that's certain." 
L. 
L. 
L, 
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FRONT ROW (lefl to righr), Vic Sartori, Don Bodenham, Lorry Parent (coploin), Lea Dilly, 
Jerry Nawllsky. 
STANDING, Mr. R. Edwards, coach; Ed Gibb, manager, George Bois, Tim Bottcher, 
Roger Durocher, Jim Horberl, George Molocci, Doug Pollerson, Andy Morrison, 
Leroy Turner, Hank Czerwienic, Bob Nunn, Mr. G. F. Deon, principal. 
Page Thirty.Five 
HOCKEY TEAM W.S.S.A. CHAMPS AGAIN 
A bond of fast-skating, hard-checking Chothom Col-
legiate Greenshirts again blocked our W. D. Lowe 
Vocational -:puck-chasers in their attempt to annex the 
W.O.S.S.A. hockey title. Chatham downed Lowe during 
the season in on exhibition tilt and come back to show 
it was no fluke by trampling over the Roughriders in the 
-first game of a round robin playoff. 
Defensive strength, relentless attacking power and 
stingy net-minding were the three keys to success in 1957. 
The some situation should continue next year when Cooch 
Edwards' men return to the ice wars. 
London Beal Tech put the finishing touches on our 
title hopes o few days later by taking Coach Ross 
Edward's charges into comp in the second game of the 
round robin. Both Chatham and London were full value 
for their wins and none would admit this more freely 
than the unhappy Windsor players. 
On the credit side, the Roughriders again showed 
themselves to be the class of the Windsor Secondary 
Schools Association league by going through the entire 
schedule without tasting defeat and by continuing their 
winning ways into the playoffs. 
Roughest game of the season, by concensus of the 
players, was against Assumption. Potterson provided the 
most spirited competition in any single game. Over the 
season, however, Roughriders dominated the league even 
more thoroughly than in 1956 when they dropped two 
games on their way to the city title. 
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FRONT ROW (lefl to right): Joe Ponic, Bob Toylor, Bucky Parent, Steve Horoky, Roger Mills. 
BACK ROW Fred Spoonor, Jack McKenny, Gil Cunningham, Mr. J. Sherman (cooch). 
SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
Selection of Lawrence " Bucky" Parent to the All 
City basketball team was the single bright spot in a 
dismal picture that saw Lowe Roughriders drop ten 
straight games and end a season without a victory. To 
add to their misery, the hoopsters were on the wrong 
encj of a record breaking score piled up by Assumption 
High School. 
To their undying credit, the outmanned, outgunned 
Roughriders never stopped trying. Against the title-
winning Walkerville Tartans they threw o rock-ribbed 
defence that almost won two games. However, despite 
the scoring antics of the aforementioned Bucky Parent 
there was too little offensive strength. 
Only two players from the strong 19 55-56 team 
were on hand for the whole season, Joe Ponic and 
Jack McKenny. Lost by graduation were such stars as 
Bob Sobolick and Mike Semancik, first Lowe All City 
cager since 1945. 
Cooch J. Sherman has high hopes that carry-overs 
from this year's team along with some of the junior 
squad, will provide the nucleus of a team that will be 
in the thick of the 1957-58 title fight. 
Probably for the first time in Lowe basketball 
history, the scoring championship was won in rwo suc-
cessive seasons by two different players. Bucky Parent 
nosed out Gerre Rizak, Walkerville Tartans for the 
scoring crown in the city last year. One year earlier, 
Mike Semancik won the hooping honours with a total 
of 164 points for the season including a single game 
total of 43-a mark that is expected to stand for many 
years to come. 
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FRONT ROW (loft to right), Roy Morcui, Tom Awad, Bill Boiko, Vic Radovich. 
BACK ROW: Normand loRoso, manager; John Petro, Dove Piouo, Gino 
Piouo, Dove Darroch, Mr. R. Ryon, coach. 
JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
A veteran team reported to Cooch Ray Ryon at 
lhe start of the basketball season and high hopes were 
again enlertained that "lhis was the year for Lowe." 
However, while lhe youngsters put up o gallant 
battle, fighting a strong Patterson Collegiate team all 
the way, only to lose out by a single basket in a semi-
final round at Kennedy gym, the elusive tille eluded them 
again. 
During the early part of the year the Junior Rough-
riders played heads-up ball and kept flirting with first 
place in the standings. Then, as the weeks passed, a 
series of heart-breaking losses lumbled them into o lie 
for a playoff berth. 
A flip of the coin sent Lowe against Potterson, 
considered the strongest team in the league. At Kennedy, 
a capacity crowd watched in amazement as the under-
dog Vocational team took on early lead and hung on 
to it until the dying seconds of the game. 
The lead changed hands, then changed hands again 
but finally, two foul shots launched Palterson into a 
margin lhey never gave up. It was easily the finest 
game Lowe played during the entire .year. It was un-
fortunale that it had to come against a team as strong 
as Pa1terson. 
It would be difficult to pick any standout players 
from the squad because a keynote of success throughout 
the year was the fine team ploy. Because of this, scoring 
was pretty well distributed among s.everal players. 
With size and experience behind them, the 1957 
juniors will be greeted with open arms by Mr. J. Sherman 
when they turn out next year with the senior squad. 
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W. D. LOWE VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
FRONT ROW (lell to right), Dick Awod, Bob Toylor, Vic Radovich, Dick Hebert, Joel Gould. 
BACK ROW: Ken Wonsch, George Moloci, Jock McKenny, Mr. R. Edwords, coach. 
W. D. LOWE TRACK AND FIELD TEAM 
f~ONT ROW (left to right), Roger Corey, Jim Herbert, Bob Taylor, lorry Dole, Dick Herbert, lorry Byrnes, Charles Menard. 
BACK ROW: Mr. W, Sivcll, coach, Murray Byers, Tim Bottcher, Ken Wonsch, Sandy Koshmer, lorry Scott, Jock McKcnny, 
George Moloci, Poul Rintoniem i, Mr. R. Edwards, coach. 
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Soccer 
by Werner Kneisel 
One of the most creditable performances turned 
in by a Lowe Vocational team during the past year was 
marked up by Coach Arnold Harrison's soccer players. 
The school hoofers reached the city finals and lost out 
to Walkerville, perennial winners, by a lone goal. 
Possibly the highlight of the entire season was the 
emergence of Rudy Graf, Tl OB, as high school scoring 
champ. A strong, heady player the previous year, Rudy 
came into his own in the 1956 season. 
The season opened at Jackson Park with a win over 
Kennedy by a score of 4-2 but the next three games 
resulted in disappointing losses to Patterson, 4-2, and to 
Walkerville by 3-2 and 4-0 counts. 
This left Lowe needing a sweep of the two games 
remaining. Roughriders kicked Kennedy into submission 
5-0 and squeaked past Patterson by 1-0. 
Two former students of lowe Vocotionol and o 
teacher from the school were honoured lost yeor when 
they wore solocted os members of the Conodion Olym-
pic team competing in Austrolio. Gerry Ouollelle won 
one of the few gold medo'5 ever won by o Conodion 
when he won first prize in rifle shooting. Eddie Gagnier, 
one of the finest gymna1ts on the Norlh American 
continent, foiled to place but mode o fine showing. 
Mr. Bernard Newmon, o teacher long ossaciated with 
gymnastic teams here, was named Coach of the gym-
nastic teom. The lhreo were presented with going away 
presents prior to leaving for "Down Under." 
In the finals, a two-game total goal series, Lowe 
was nudged in a 1-0 heart-breaker at Wigle Park and 
then, in the second game on the Walkerville campus, 
held a 2-0 lead in the game and a one goal lead on the 
series with only 30 seconds to go. An error gove Walker-
ville that precious goal and the score was tied on the 
series. 
In overtime, Walkerville picked up a single goal 
and made that slim margin stand up. By virtue of that 
lone lolly, the Tartans romped into the W.O.S.S.A. play-
offs instead of Lowe. 
The strong possibility that most of this year's team 
will be bock again next season brings hope that the 
situation will be reversed and Lowe will top Walkerville 
for the crown. 
., 
1 
Shown at the presentation ceremony at Lowe Vocolional are, from the left: 
Ed Gognier1 Mr. W. F. Jennings, who coached Gerry during his school days 
here1 Gerry Ouellette; Mr. W. A. Malkin, chief code! instructor, and Mr. Newman • 
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LEARN 
TO BE A LEADER 
THROUGH 
R.O.T.P. 
-------
Young Ca11adia11s, ~rnduatinl.! ho111 I li1.th Sdu,111 this vt-.1r hnve a 
wondl'rful opportunit) to go on to ,•,dtin~ t·art·l·rs in tlw ,avy, 
Arm.,. or \1r hm.:, Thrt1111.th tilt' Hq.:11l.1r Olli, 1·1 rrai11111p Plan 
(ROTI') q11,1lified appht·,ints rnn nhtnin II wllcg,· 1•tl11t·ation, 
rnilit If) tr u11i111,!, ,111d 11h1111.1tcl) tilt' Qm:1!11\ Commi,s1m, all 
undrr tlw '('ICln,orship of the Dcpartuwnt ol \,1t1onal l>i·f,·n<'c. 
011 aeccptunn\ .1pplicanti, bt·t·111t11· Ollkt•1 <:.,dt'b .uul ,11lend 
Oil<' of tht thn•r Srrvit.·t·s Coll1•1.t1·:,. Eloyul \lilitary College, 
Ropl Hoacl,, ColJt<gl \hlitain Ho),11 de S.1111t-fca11 or a 
d1·si~11.tll·cl Canadian University. Umin)!, tlu ,11111111,·r tlu·.,. tr,1i11 
with tlwir d1oscn Scrvke. 
Oll1t1·1 ( .ulcts m:civc .ROTI' r<1ki. of pay throughout their 
tnunmg. \I th,· Scrvic,·s Colleges, <p1artcrs, food and ,111 nt·<:c~~.11') 
equipment ,ire provided. Cadt•ls 11t Univers1lic•s receivt• ,lllow-
anccs for food and lodging, tuition, books and instn11nents. 
For full info,mntion 1vrite to: 
ReguJar Officer T rninini: Plan Sclcctioo Board, 
National Ddene,• llcad11uurtt•r, Ottawa, ora-
Regi, trar, Ro)al Mil,tal') Collccc, Kingston, Ont., or 
Rc,ci~trar, Royal Road,. Victoria, B.C., or 
Regi,trar, College Militaire ltoyal de Saint•Jun, 
Saint•Jun, P.Q., or 
The nu rcst Navy, Ann)' <iJ' Air Force 
Recruitina Station 
'l o hr rllRiblr: ai,1,licant~ must 
h:w~ Senior \latriculataon or 
l'<llll\',11,·nt. In lldclition. a limikd 
11uml)l'r oJ Junior Matnc11l11nts 
will bl· .1ccepted nt Collhil' Mili• 
taire Horal de S:1int•Jean foT a 
special preparatory year to bring 
them to Senior Mot riculatioo 
standnrd. Age limits lor Coll~go 
Militain• Royal dr Saint.Jean ore 
16 to 20, for all oth1·f' 16 to 2 1 
oo ht January of year of eo-
trnnC't', A11t>licnnu must be single, 
physic:.11ly St and able to meet 
offi«-r selection ~tandards. 
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CADETS 
CADET OFFICERS 
FRONT ROW: lieutenants Jim Huot, Bill Thibert, Tam 
Staszuk, John Mergyl, Bill Pollerson, Roland 
Gobel, Spencer Riley. 
REAR ROW: Maj. Joe Tornopolski, Lt. C. Fillips, Lt. Mike 
Nehr, Lt. R. Forshow, Capt. John Gieswein, 
Lt. Bill Reeves, Lt. R. Milne, Moj. Joe Palenik, 
Capt. John Homeniuk, lt. John Aron. 
WITH RIFLE TEAM 1 
FRONT ROW, Jim Kirst, Ron Sorrell, Cal Pace, Jim 
Zocker, Don fisher, Gene Parent, Jim Sleworl, 
SECOND ROW: Ray Ozard, Edwin North, Mike Nehr, 
William Zim, Bill Hood, Bill School, Jerry 
lewis, Enza Maola. 
REAR ROW: Ken Stroud, Dan Doyan, Leo Durocher, Guy 
Chamberlain, Paul Boyko, Jim Gilliam, Bernard 
Ramano. 
WITH RIFLE TEAM 2 
FRONT ROW, Roger Mills, Fronk Grommali(o, Will 
Seguin, BIii Serecin, Gary Hill, John Minielli, 
Ray Rattal, Gerard Allan. 
SECOND ROW: Jim Huot, John Aron, Tony Huberl, 
Manley Lawton, Nick Peralla, Bill Reeves, Jerry 
Sowchuck, Tom Hawkin. 
REAR ROW, Stan Renaud, Gory Hart, Bill Thibert, Jim 
Glover, Earl Browning, Neil Pickle, Moros 
Wynnyk. 
WITH BUGLE BAND 
FRONT ROW, Lead Drummer Bruce Clorki Drum Sgl. 
Dove McBridei Bugler Corio Sovonii Drummer 
Tim Hornse}'i Bugler Dennis Bonneri Bugler 
Gory Phillips. 
SECOND ROW: Boss Drummer Jim Gordner; Drummer 
Wayne Hudsoni Drummer Jerry Mcfadden; 
Pete Kolevich, cymbals; Bugler Charles Jeei 
Drummer Armond Rock; Bugler Ed Prentice. 
BACK ROW: Tenor Drummer Ron Norman; Drummer 
Aubrey Gra}'; Bugler Guilliono Citroni Bugler 
Dick Bulleri Bugler Jim Correll, Bugler Tom 
Wynne-Sills; Bugler Ralph Middlemore. 
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PRIZE WINNING ESSAYS AND SI-IORT STORIES 
FIRST PRIZE 
"PROGRESS" 
by Virginia Kuzniak, Cl 2A 
Holl woy down o dusty, cloy rood disregarding all street lights, 
proudly but poorly lived a family of six. Faur children ranging from 
four yoors to ten years of oge were nurtured with love and happiness 
in five rooms furnished only with two metal beds, on one the four 
children slop! 1idewoys, one shabby but comfortable ormcholr, one 
drener, one toblo, six choirs, one old coco-colo cooler pointed while 
lo aerve os on icebox, one old ·foshionod cook stove, o both room 
consisting of the necessary fixtures minus o bothlub (Instead a patched 
laundry tub was used for bathing in cold waler-ha! water was o 
luxury) bore wooden diagonal floors, white newly ploslored walls tho! 
bore only one ormy picture of tho father ond o crucifix facing ii on 
the opposite woll. 
This wos our homo twelve years ago, our firs! home on the out-
skirts of Windsor. After living here for two years with litllt progreu 
in lhe woy of the home's furnishings and appearance,, mother gave 
birth to the fiflh baby, o boy who become on added joy lo the home 
ond, Indeed, Increased ii> happiness, ond who appreciated lhe love 
offered as did other members of lhe fom lly. 
Happy os we were al thol lime, sickness over-powered us. Mather 
become ill, o nervous breakdown ofter the deolh of her close brother, 
ond wos hospitall:ted (where she remained now for several years with 
very lilllc improvement). 
Dod struggled harder than he realized ond also become ill. He 
wo1 hospitolixed shortly ofter Mom for a period of four ond one-half 
months during which time he employed on old woman, accompanied 
by her lour-year-old nephew, lo core for the children ol home. Dad 
100n come bock to his home 11111 unemployed ond bed-ridden. The 
old woman and her companion hod left for wont of money. 
Things were tough ond grew worse. Clothes, needed during lhe 
colder days, were donated lo u1 by the Solvalion Army. food wos 
given by tho Goodfollows (1h11 I remember with ease, I wos nine 
years old lhen and tasted pop corn for the first time, chicken wos 
something we didn't hove for months) and shoes were hand-mo-downs. 
Evon though we were a, poor as this, ond the going was definitely 
nol oosy for Ood, he kepi us away from lhe claws of lhe orphanage 
rop,esenled by women who repeatedly knocked upon our unpainted 
d6or. Yes, th is wo, my home for all its sickneu, oil it, heortbreoks 
ond oil its love ond happiness. This is how only we knew our home. 
Few of our closest neighbors dared gueu ot lhe conditions within 
those wolfs. 
Now 01 luck gleomod in our direction gradually, Ood got a 
better job. Never before hod we experienced tho joy of pointed 
walls, of first, second.hand living 10am furnilure. then new furniture, 
of hardwood floors, tiled bathroom ond free flowing hol water at 
the touch of a finger, o 19 cubic fool freoxer filled wilh o variety of 
food (o supply of th,ee months in advance), a new gos range, a Frig, 
o mcdern television set, and o furnace which replaced a second-hond 
Quebec heater. 
This I call PROGRESS, though we did not live In a four-story, 
ivory-coloured mansion. Rother, we live in tho some home, filled with 
lhe same happiness, but disguised with products purchased through 
the hen courage, lhe patience, the relentleu toll, lhe love of one 
man for his family, ond the family's love for that one mon. 
This Is a story of P,ogreu true In every detall. Even today you 
con itlll sea on one wall o foinl remembrance of lhe post-on army 
9icture of lhe father ond a crudfix by Its side. 
* * * * 
J,, ,.( SECOND PRIZE 
, , ~ ~ ,,. " THIRTEEN STEPS" 
~'ff'~ "1~V by Marlene Matily, Cl 18 
Slowly I walked through the stillness oboul me. Tho deathly hush 
of the people intensified my growing fear. My mouth was dry, my 
hands wore wot, ond my whole frame wos shaking uncontrollably. 
II there had been any possible means of escape, without bringing 
disgrace upon myself, I would hove token It. 
Ahead of me I could see the dark winding sloirs. Al the lop of 
those stairs HE waited. HE who wo1 watching for our oppeoronce. 
HE, who through his signal would cause tho chords lo echo through 
the building. As I begon the loathsome climb, the eerie silence was 
broken by tho knell ol my foot ogoinsl the hord floor. To my left, I 
caught lhe phro,e from lhe barely audible prayer of the priest, ''Thy 
will be done on earth." 
Cautiously I ,tarted the dreaded climb. Clump, clump, clump, 
one dragging foot afler another. Clump, clump, clump, only seven 
mor& slops lo the end I 
I stopped. 
My heart wo, booting wildly. "This is ill This is itl This is ill 
couldn't go farther. My legs were beginning lo fool like two lood 
poles scraping over o piece of sondpoper. My dry throal was trying 
to let oul o whining wolf. 
Clump, clump. Two morel Clump, clumpl I hod finished lhe 
ledicus climb and stood on a long platform. For below came lhe 
cold voice of the priest, "lead us not into temptation." Solemnly I 
forced myself to toke my appointed place. As lhose behind me did 
likewise, my hood began to swim. The vast space orouncl me become 
o seo of grinning, waiting locos, waiting for the execution of the 
tosk. As my head cleared, HE roised his hond, signalling HE was 
ready lo begin. All around me, mouths opened Into yawning caverns, 
ready to usher forth their prayers. 
Then. os the organ began, lho hond dropped, ond I song, "Ave 
Marial" My finl oppeoronce with the church choir hod begun. 
* * * * 
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THIRD PRIZE 
"A WELL KNOWN TA LENT" 
by Joanne Guilbeault, C 12A 
There ore mony tolenls, unrecogni2ed even by their owners, but 
ogoin there ore others which ore obvious. One tolonl lolls In the 
loller clou-the annoying lolenl of moking o leocher ongry. 
Anyone con usuolly tell whether his teacher is in o patient Tood 
or just obaul ol her wit's end, and if ii Is tho lost, tho jab is simplified 
although there are many more possibilities of danger. The first step 
might be onythlng from tolking and laughing to tromping around tho 
room os if you hod leod weights on your feel. You will probably be 
warned and told that you should toke odvonloge of this chance to 
1tudy for the coming exam•. But if you ore to olloin your goal, you 
will pay no attention lo this first warning ond will continue until you 
gain on hour's detention ond an "honourable mention" to tho prlnci• 
pal. 
Fall to JOrve your detention and you hove olloinod your goal 
with only one di1ad1Canlage-tolent does not prevent trouble. From 
this point on, you begin lo negletl your famous "talent" ond con· 
conlrote on cultivating another that might gain tho good graces of 
tho loocher ogoin. 
I om sure that every day many students ore tempted lo put this 
talent to annoy lo direct use, but remember, ollhough It seems smorl 
just now, eventually ii will seem stupid, especially when you t.avo lo 
justify your octlon1. 
* * * * 
fl ~ HONOURABLE MENTION 
V "GRANDMA'S HOUSE" 
~ by Anne Bawden, C 11 B 
• You con olwoys remember the day in your childhood when you 
went to see grandma. It wos always a great occasion, becouse when 
you got there, grondmo hod always mode sure that the cookie for 
Poge Farly-Three 
was flllod lo the lap with your favourite cookio1, and that tho candy 
bowl wo1 overflowing with sweets. You would always bo warmly 
welcomed. 
If your grandmother lived on o farm, o holiday was always 
looked forward to with great onticipolion. There, in lhe large open 
fields you could make as much noise as you wonted to without fear 
of disturbing the neighbors. Of course, the born got o thorough 
inspection, and ii was really lots of fun to chose the cow, and score 
the chickens out of tho chicken coop when no one wo1 looking. Thero 
was olwoys the horror of breaking o couple of eggs while helping 
with tho chores. 
In later years when you think of the good old days, or maybe 
even now, your mind will wonder bock lo grandma', hou,e. Perhaps 
one special thing will always come bock to you, like the candy bowl, 
tho cookie jar or maybe even the old clock on the wall that you 
watched with o,tonished eyes when the cuckoo popped out. But most 
of oil, you will remember the love and happiness that was always 
found al Grandma's House. 
* * * * 
HONOURABLE MENTION 
"NIGHT DIAMONDS" 
by Jean Anderson, Cl 1 B 
The cold earth was covered by o blanket of immoculote, downy. 
soft snow. _As the flakes flurried around and rested on the ground, 
the street l19hls mode them look llko blossoms lolling from the trees. 
Tho dork footprints of a young rabbit scurrying for home ap-
peared Ii Ice small polka dot, on o large quill . 
The earth hod the extraordinary luster of newly polished gems 
sparkling and glittering in the light of the full moon. The ,tar-studded 
sky seemed gay and full of laughter, and the MIiky Way looked 
ready to spill, but of course lhii wouldn 'I happen-lhol's whal the 
Dippers were for. 
This is the time of yeor when everyone is rich-because every· 
thing of Mother Nature is free. The trees, the stars the moon the 
sky, the little animals ond, of course, the NIGHT DIAMONDS. ' 
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::; J. E. MURPHY ::; 
:;: Sheet Metal Company Limited :S: 
:;: Est'd 1921 )
1
'; 
•1• Indus~rial Sheet Metal Work and Ventilating •• 
•1• Gravity and Forced Air Heating - Hotel and + :l
1
: Restaurant Work • Oil and Gas Burners .:::. 
,,, CL S-S20S 595 TECUMSEH RD, E. ,!, 
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PRIZE WINNING 
FIRST PRIZE 
"THE FAR-AWAY PRAIRIE" by Joan Hrdy, Cl 2A 
Tho rolling prairie spreads over the lond, 
Golden with groin by tho groce of God'• Hond. 
A summer doy shower with a rainbow ond all, 
Blending together with o kingfisher coll. 
Silvery moonlight billowing down, 
Tapping ot doors of a prairie-dog town, 
Costing grey shadows on each omorold fir tree 
Whispering and swaying in o cool prairie breeze. 
The tall prairie grosses join In the sang 
Of the beautiful homeland lo which they belong. 
SECOND PRIZE 
"MY SISTER" by Verdene Blanchard, C 11 A 
I I ovo my sister very much, 
And my brother likes her too, 
But she causes lots of trouble, 
Then looks Innocently al you. 
Sometimes I coll her stupid, 
And the girls all coll her Feather, 
Bui the truth of the matter is 
Her nomo is really Heather. 
In school she ls quite smart you see, 
Because she's in grade seven. 
Most of her classmates ore twelve years old, 
And she h only eleven. 
Lost summer we went on o trip, 
And Heather didn't go, 
I thought 1 'd be so happy 
But I found this was not 10. 
I wrote this poem to let you know 
How I feel about my sister, 
And when she Isn't around o lot, 
I know I've really mined her. 
THIRD PRIZE (TIE) 
"MY LITILE ONE" by Margaret Moluchi, Cl lB 
0 little one, doughier, my dearest, 
Your laughter is brightest and clearest. 
Your brown eyes sparkle and gleam, 
When you wont us to know what you moon. 
Your hands are soft like the petals of roses, 
Your lips enchant me with falry-llke poses. 
Your light brown locks of shining hair 
Stream in silky curls that ore ever so fair. 
Tl!lose little feet with impetuous poller 
M.oke me feel that nothing else con molter. 
And when your chubby self comes lo meet me, 
I'm happy because you hove come to greet me. 
Your smile, your laughter, your cunning way, 
Make me love you throughout each coming day. 
Bui I love you most, my sweet little honey, 
When I hear you whisper: 
"I love you, Mommy". 
THIRD PRIZE (TIE) 
"CITY LIFE" by Joni Hitch, C11A 
City life is hectic 
With Its noisy cars and buses, 
Taxi cobs and garbage trucks 
Thal make such awful fusses. 
And early in the morning 
When the 1un begins to rise, 
Men and women rush to work 
With sleep still In their eyes. 
All day long they work away 
Until they're weak and tired, 
But when a loud, long whistle sounds 
With energy they're fired. 
HONOURABLE MENTION 
"A FRIEND" by Ralph Middlemore, T9A 
My friend follows me whero'er I go, 
Up the street, down tho street, to and fro. 
When left alone, the tears roll down 
And from his throat comes o terrible sound-
A high pitched throbbing heard only too clear, 
A sound of loneliness, o sound of fear. 
When mealtime comes you'll find him there, 
Watching in earnest for his shore; 
Gazing up with his solemn brawn eyes, 
Catching attention with murmuring cries. 
Those some eyes shine, that once were dim, 
As desired food is set before him. 
While I have worriea, he hos none. 
For him life's just for having fun. 
He '1 scrappy and plump from head lo toes, 
Hos floppy oars and o runny nose. 
Although for his beauty he'd ne'er win o cup, 
I'm proud of my pol, my mongrel pup. 
HONOURABLE MENTION 
"SPRING" by Joan Rowse, Cl lA 
One early morning ln April, 
When the dew was on tho ground, 
Mother Nature took her point and brush 
And began to make her round. 
She painted every woodland lake 
And every bird on wing. 
She pointed buds upon th .. trees 
And daisies In o ring. 
She crept along tho mountain brook 
And sprinkled it with blue. 
She gave the sun o golden touch 
And hills o purple hue. 
She turned and gave a finol glimpse 
Al the work she hod completed. 
And then with one long weary sigh 
She look the rest she needed. 
[_ 
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Show the Way in Public 
Speaking 
The ort of public speaking moy be difficult to 
cultivate, but these four smlling sludents hove shown 
their obllity to woo audiences with their eloquence. 
Top performance of the year wos the feat of Morion 
Perrin in winning the W.O.S.S.A. shield for Senior 
Girls. The three shown with her in the picture were 
best In their clou in Lowe Vocotionol contests. From 
the left are: Morion Perrin, Joo Palenik, senior boys' 
winner1 Irene Danieb, funior girls' winner, and Charles 
Menard, junior boy,' winner. 
Pogo Fo,ty fivo 
Four Top Typists 
Thil year, os in the post, Lowe Vocolionol stood 
high among schooh of the province in outstanding 
typists. Best of the crop wos Deonna Ducharme, who 
won standing with scores of 80 words per minute for 
half on hour in Underwood ond Royal tests ond won 
o achool pin with her overage of 82 words o minute. 
Deonna is shown sooted. Behind her, from left, ore 
Sandy Marlinello (70 w.p.m.), Joanne Guilbeault (60 
w.p.m,) and Mory Belko (70 w.p.m.). 
/ 
1 
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MY UNITED NATIONS TRIP 
by Douglas Harwood 
President of Vocational United 
One Saturday, January 26, 1957, our party of 
eight students was heading east to New York City and 
our destination, the United Nations Organization. It 
was a tedious, although scenic ride, that landed us at 
Grand Central Station thirteen hours after we began 
our trip. A tired group was glad to go by taxi to a hotel. 
We rose bright and early Sunday morning to begin 
sightseeing. In a complete tour of Upper and Lower Man-
hattan Island we saw such highlights as St. John the 
Divine Cathedral; towering Empire State Building; 
fabulous Radio City Music Hall; Chinatown; New York 
Harbour; the Statue of Liberty and others. That evening 
we saw a sight I will never forget - the millions of 
lights on Broadway and Times Square as seen from our 
hotel window. 
We had our first view of the U.N.O. on Monday. 
After being introduced to the Canadian delegation we 
were taken lo the famous headquarters of the United 
Nations. The marble and glass structure stood out among 
neighboring skyscrapers, glistening in the sunlight like 
a beacon of peace. The thousands of windows in the 
structure make for a brighter interior where hosts of 
employees work in relaxed comfort. 
After a tour of the building we spent the rest of 
the day watching the General Assembly of the U.N. in 
action discussing world affairs. Through individual 
microphones which translate all talks into the five main 
languages used we heard representatives from Israel, 
Japan, and the United States discuss the Middle Eost 
crisis. 
Dinner at one of New York's many fine restaurants 
was followed by an enjoyable evening at Radio City 
Music Hall with its wonderful stage show and world-
famous chorus line. 
Tuesday morning brought us bock to the United 
Nations Building for an interesting resume of Canada's 
part in the U.N . and the functions expected of a Cana-
dian delegate. The eight of us were guests at the 
beautiful Delegates' Dining Lounge for lunch and then 
trouped in for a session of the Security Council. 
As we entered the room, the council was debating 
the question of admitting new members to the United 
Nations and speakers heard included representatives of 
the Philippines and Soviet Russia. We left the room with 
just enough time to attend a meeting of the Economic 
and Social Council where tne Hungarian representative 
was giving an enlightening account of the situation in 
Hungary. 
We arrived back nome on Wednesday with our 
luggage, our notes and our heads buzzing with memories 
of a trip that was already beginning to seem like a 
dream. 
As I look back on that eventful tnree-day period, 
I cannot keep from wishing that every student could have 
the same chance I did. We have long been told that the 
mission of the United Nations is to preserve peace. For 
the rest of my life I will remember that I have seen the 
cogs meshing to make the machinery of peace work, as 
work it must if our world is to survive. 
_:P...:::0~9:=.•..:.F..::;o:.:.rty!..·:.:Ei.!.9h::..:r _____ ___ _____ ______ _ ________ • '_T:_:H.;..::.E_.:..T.=O~W ER S " 1 9 S 6 - 1 9 S 7 
Jln memoriam 
CECIL JOHN KNIGIIT 
by Lionel Pope 
Death struck swiftly during the past year to take a member of the 
W.D. Lowe Vocational School teaching staff. 
Mr. Knight, art teacher at Lowe since 1937, died on December 
12, 1956, of a heart attack. The attack occurred a short time after he 
had attended a special staff meeting al Walkerville Collegiate. 
Born in England in 1901, Mr. Knight came to Canada as a boy 
and received his education here. He entered the Ontario College of 
Arts following his graduation from high school and later went into the 
field of commercial art before accepting a teaching position at Lowe 
in 1937. 
An excellent artist himself, Mr. Knight was outstanding as a 
teacher because of his ability to inspire his students with a sincere 
liking for art. Many of his former students now hold prominent positions 
in the commercial art field - all are quick lo admit the great debt 
they owe to their one-time instructor and life-time friend. 
Even after their departure from school, Mr. Knight kept an in-
terested eye on the accomplishments of his pupils and was always 
ready with either advice or congratulations, whichever was required on 
that particular occasion. 
Busy as he was with teaching chores, Mr. Knight found time to 
keep his own artistic hand in practice. Through the years he was known 
prominently in Ontario for his work with oils and water colours. Many 
of his works have been exhibited in provincial galleries and have 
drawn high praise from art critics. 
His own ability never detracted from the patience and under-
standing shown to a pupil who was anxious to improve his drawing or 
painting technique, regardless of the artistic limitations of that pupil. 
His tact and understanding were known to all who knew him. 
Many things might be said of the late Mr. Knight but perhaps 
nothing is more fitting as a requiem than the quotation: 
Dead he is not, but deported - for the artist never dies. 
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LOWE LOSES ITS TECHNICAL DIRECTOR 
by Lionel Pope 
Two years after the Windsor-Walkerville Technical 
School (now Lowe Vocational} opened its doors in 1922, 
a stropping young fellow named C. H. Montrose arrived 
to toke over duties as an instructor in mechanical draft-
ing. In June of this year, this same strapping fellow-
not quite as young now-will retire from teaching and 
hand over the duties of technical director. 
In the 33 years he has been here, Monty (as he is 
known to hundreds of former students} hos become alm°'I 
o tradition. Many of the boys he taught have returned 
from time to time to seek advice and guidance from their 
one-time mentor. Never has help been refused. 
A native of Norfolk County, Mr. Montrose traces 
his ancestry bock to United Empire Loyalists who settled 
in the district in 1790 He received his early education 
at the traditional "little red schoolhouse" at Townsend 
Public School and continued it at the Simcoe District 
High School through junior matriculation. 
The west called and Mr. Montrose answered the 
call. He attended the Saskatoon Normal School then went 
on to public school teaching in various Saskatchewan 
schools for three years. Another three years were spent 
away from teaching-homesteading a prairie form-but 
during this time Mr. Montrose spent his scant spore time 
toking o correspondence course that brought him his 
Grade 13 standing and entrance to Queen's University. 
During the course of obtaining a science degree at 
Queen's, the limber six-footer also managed lo win a 
school award for his proficiency in track and field. 
Armed with his sheepskin, Mr. Montrose spent three 
years in the civil engineering field before retiring lo his 
first love, leaching, al the H. B. Beal Technical School 
in London, Ont. After slightly more than three years 
there, he accepted o teaching position in Windsor and 
has remained here since that time. 
In his 33 years al Lowe, Mr. Montrose hos been 
active in school affairs. He coached the junior football 
teams from 1925 to 1929 and assisted with cadet train-
ing for many years. 
Mr. Montrose was appointed technical director in 
1947 with complete supervision over shops and allied 
subjects. During the next many years he attended night 
classes al Cass Technical School in Detroit and the 
Detroit Institute of Technology. 
Although leaving the school will be a sad blow to 
Mr. Montrose, the blow will be softened by the realization 
that his successor, Mr. Fisher, is one of the many boys he 
taught. 
From those of us still at school, o regretful farewell 
and best wishes for many happy years ahead ore in 
order for Monty as he leaves us. 
GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
by Marie Groombridge 
The Vocational girls' basketball team had a very 
good season. There were only a few experienced players 
but despite the fact that most of the girls were new they 
did very well. The team played eight regular games with 
by far the most exciting being against Forster. 
In the Forster game on the night of Jan. l 7, our 
girls looked as if they were ready to beat any team in 
the league. At the end of the first quarter the score was 
l 3-6 in our favour and al half time it was still in our 
favour, l 9-13. However, in the third quarter Forster put 
on a spurt to take the lead which they retained to the 
end of the game. Final score was 34-24 in favour of For-
ster. 
The girls from CIOC won intcrlorm honoun in both junior boskel-
ball and volleyball during the past year. Herc are the winning 
wanders. 
FRONT ROW, Gail Clark, Rosalie Tennant, Jean Maisanvillo, Marlene 
Alexander, Holen Ourfy. 
REAR ROW: Joan Malta, Janice Tofflemire, Judy Gidilovich, Janice 
Peterson, Marion Brown. 
" THE TOWERS " 1956-19~ 
An exhibition game was played against a team of 
grads which was won by the "old timers", who had more 
height, more experience and mode more points. 
Members of the team hove voted a hearty "thank 
you" to Miss Warren, who spored neither time nor effort 
in on attempt to put a winning team together. Next year, 
when most of this year's team will be back al school, our 
girls should hove a good chance to reach the playoffs. 
Individual scoring records for lhe post season were: 
Kroutner, 77 points 
Sodoi, 66 points 
Abrosh, 21 points 
Wicek, 8 points 
McDonald, 5 points 
Goswick, 2 points 
FRONT ROW, Jean Weldon, Borboro Ooynes, Barbora Sadal, Joyce 
Brown, Susan Krautner, Jean Goswick, Shirley Polko. 
REAR ROW, Shirley Bonda, Janice Tofflemire, Judy Gidilevich, Jeon 
Wiecek, Miu F. Warren, Coach, Ann McDonald, Evelyn Jelle, 
Shirley Allenborough, Joonne Reinhart. 
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Other Qirls' Athletic .Activities 
GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL, 
Tho girls didn't win any championships but did gi•e 
o gr;,od occou nt of themselves In volleyboll competition 
during the yeor both In senior and junior league ploy. 
Shown here ore, 
SEATED, Ann McDonald, Barbara Sodoi, Barbaro Doynn, 
Susan Kroutner, Pauline Rr;,binson. 
STANDING, Sandro Marshall (a senior player), Joyc,o 
Kozak, Miss M. WIison, Shirley Atlenborough, 
Jeon Weldon (o senior). 
GIRLS' ATHLETIC OFFICIALS 
Much of the success of the school's inlerform ath-
letic oclivily depended on the ability of the officials 
in charge of the games. These ore the whistle tooters 
who supervised inlerform competition and made sure 
oil rules ore obeyed. 
FRONT ROW, Sandro Marshall, Doreen Eve, Barbaro 
Sodoi, Jeon Moison,llle, Pam Ellis, Gail Bonnell, 
Helen Durfy. 
REAR ROW, Jeon Weldon, Morie Groombridge, Pauline 
Robinson, Barbaro Doynes, Joyce Kozak, Bev 
Robiloille, Joanne Reinhart, Lila Lorsh, Evelyn 
Jette, Shirley Attenborough, Jonet McIntosh, 
Janot Tofflemire. 
CI lC, INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL WINNERS. 
In the course of inter/arm competition, the girls ol 
C 11 C pro1red top volleyball players and walked off 
with the interform crown. The players shown here are, 
SEATED: Mory Owen, Linda Reeves, Ann Schof,,eld, Pam 
Ellis, Brenda Schofield. 
STANDING, Gail Bonnell, Evelyn Jelle, Judy Brodi. 
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Port of lhe coil of lhe firsl operelto pul on by 
Lowe Vocotionol for several yoor1 Is 1hown here. 
FRONT ROW (left to righl): Dolores Davidson, Ann 
Schofield, Su1on Cookson, Manley Lawton, 
Lindo Vovosour, Beverly Summers. 
SECOND ROW: Judy Bozon, Marlene Mortite, Margaret 
Mortin, Lyn Paterson, Barbara Pestru, Evelyn 
O'Connor, Dorothy Rouchuerck. 
BACK ROW, Velio Zegor, Jeon Kominski, Joyce Hoyes, 
Lorry Bondy, Edwin Prentice, John Stebilo, Gil 
Cunningham, Joanne Adom1, Dionne Dovid1on, 
Sylvia Burdelle, Judy Dolinsky, Onorio 
Cicchini. 
Po9a Filty•Tliree 
Jewels of the Desert 
by Ann Schofield, C 11 C 
Under the able direction of Miss Laymon, Miss 
Gignac and Miss Donaldson, W.D. Lowe Vocational 
staged i ts f irst operetta for many years, the musical 
"Jewels of the Desert." The ploy proved such a success 
lhot there ore hopes of making on operetta on annual 
event. 
The story of the operetta is as follows: 
The stillness of Sheik Abdulloh's oasis is distributed 
by the arrival of American and English visitors who are 
quietly welcomed in the name of Allah. The calm of 
desert life is further upset when it is learned that Nana, 
beautiful daughter of the powerful Sheik, hos fallen in 
love with Benarulah, a strange young Arab suspected of 
being on imposter. 
Into the midst of this. tangle comes Lt. Andrews lo 
osk hospitality for his aun1, Lady Grady. As soon as he 
meets lhe gay little American girl, Betty, there is a flirta-
tion. When Lady Grady finally arrives from London, she 
finds herself more interested in a neglected widower, an 
American professor hunting for bugs, than in the mater-
ial for a new book-the supposed reason for her visit. 
Desert romance brings with it desert mystery involv-
ing the police of two continents as they try to outwit o 
bond of desperados, the Touareg. All this delights 
Cheeko, the fai thful Arab who attends Lt. Andrews. A 
comedy episode comes when Cheeko shows Coesor, his 
rival from the United States, just how "the professor and 
Benorulah, goin' to walk when they gets themselves in 
jail." 
Secrets ore exchanged and· charms are whispered 
until the "Jewels of the Desert ore no longer in hiding. 
Instead, they throw their enchanted luster over the happi-
ness of Nona, herself o beautiful desert jewel. 
Leading roles in the operetta were taken as follows: 
Nono, Velia Zegar and Barbara Peslru; Betty, 
Evelyn O'Connor; Miss Lythe, Joan Hrdy; Carrieoll, June 
Demers; Lady Grady, Dorothy Rauchureck; Abdullah, 
John Stebila; Benorulah, Bob Jones; Caesar, Manlay 
Lawton; Cheeko, Roger Robson; Professor, Fronk Ryan; 
Lt. Andrews, Gil Cunningham; Arab, Lorry Dale. 
In addition, there was a singing chorus of 2 4 voices 
and a dancing chorus of 11 girls. 
This shot from the operetta includes several leads 
and some of lho support! ng cos I. From lhe !ell ore, 
Judy Razon, Evelyn O'Connor, Gil Cunningham, Suson 
Cookson ond Judy Lloyd. 
by Anne Schofield, Cl IC. 
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One of the few mixed activities in the school was 
the badminton club which took part in many 
matches during the year. Shown here are, seated: 
Gail Patrick, Pat Gradiner, Miss Eastman, Beverley 
Robitaille, Anne Bowden. Standing, Carmen Lew, 
Ann Schofield, Terry Mansell. 
Social activities for the past year, dances and 
entertainments of all sort were in the hands of the 
Social Committee shown here. From the left, seated: 
Lyn Paterson, Margaret Martin, Miss Ann McManus, 
Helen Pastuzok, Jean Anderson, Joan Switzer, 
Standing: Shirley Banda, Jean Goswick, Barbara 
Quinlan, Patricia Boughner, Larry Parent, Matt 
Golab, Lawrence "Bucky" Parent. 
The athletic season gave little ground for cheers 
but, win or lose, the cheerleaders were out urging 
Lowe rooters to yell louder and louder for the 
Roughriders. From the left are: Jean Weldon, Jean 
Goswick, Pat Scully and Betty Krivoshein. Remaining 
members of the squad were absent when the pic-
ture was taken. 
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•i• Qm~IUy Mater ia ls at l\lodrrale Prkt'~ ;s
1
·: 
·1· 
•• We arc able to serve you better as we cany the •1• :l: most complete line of Ruiidcrs' Supply nC'eds in ::: 
,1, the city fo1· immediate delivery. Call us for )- our ,
1
, 
•
1
• needs, be they large or small. Estimates Creel), 'I' 
.i. ·t 
,1. given. •• 
{, • Building Tilt• • Insulation ·!· 
:S: • Cement • 1' a<'e B r ick 't' 
,1. • Drain Tile • Sand a nd GrnHI ): 
,l, • Plaster • Concr ete Blo<·k •1• 
·'· .i,. 
,s, • Read~ Mix Concrete, An;v Type .. 
(:f:.::. CROSS SUPPLIES & PAVING Ltd. :::
1
•~: 
1272 Windsot" Avenue P hone CL 4.-1166 
,s, Windsor, Ontario ·1• A A 
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STAFF CHANGES 
The school had scarcely said good-bye to one 
member of the teaching staff when it was time to 
welcome a newcomer. Straflgely enough, both were 
former students at the school. 
In January, Mr. Herbert Stott, in charge of electron-
ics, retired from teaching to accept an executive position 
with a Cleveland engineering concern. At about the same 
time, Mr. Clancy Fisher returned to his old school as 
Technical Director, in which position he will replace Mr. 
C. H. Montrose in September. 
Mr. Fisher started his high school education at 
Windsor Collegiate (now Patterson C. I.) and then, de-
siring to learn a trade, he transferred lo W. D. Lowe 
Vocational in 1926. He graduated in 1928 after majoring 
in pattern making and immediately found work in an 
industrial concern in Windsor. 
While working he attended night classes at the 
Detroit Institute of Technology but before he received 
his degree in engineering he was taken on the the staff 
of Lowe Vocational as an instructor in pattern making. 
For the next several years he filled his time teaching 
day and night classes here while concluding his D.I.T. 
work at night school across the river. 
He remained at Lowe from 1936 to 1947 and 
many former students owe their success in their trade 
to his instruction. He left to become shop director at 
Sault Ste. Marie, then•took a similar position in Chatham, 
Ontario. 
He left teaching in 1952 to become registrar of 
trade schools for the Ontario Department of Education, 
a position he held until accepting his present position 
here as technical director-which duties he will assume 
in September. 
As he begins his duties, a warm welcome awaits Mr. 
Fisher from students of the school. 
Mr. Stott attended Lowe from 1930 to 1935 and 
was considered one of the outstanding students in the 
school during those years. 
Upon his graduation from Lowe he went to the 
Chrysler Engineering School in Detroit and earned his 
degree in electrical engineering. Loter he held various 
positions with electrical concerns in this district. 
During World War II he enlisted with the R.C.A.F. 
and saw service on both coasts of Canada, in Alaska, 
England, Fronce, Belgium, Holland and Germany. After 
peace had been declared, Mr. Stoll returned to Canada 
for his discharge and went into teaching as on instructor 
at the Veterans' Rehabilitation School in Toronto. In 1947 
he left the Rehab School and accepted a position on the 
staff of this school. 
In the intervening years Mr. Stott took an active 
part in all school activities. He has headed the cadet 
signal corps, handled advertising for the Towers, and 
acted as sponsor for Vocational United. In addition, of 
course, he carried out his normal teaching duties well 
enough to make himself known as an outstanding teacher 
in the electronics field. 
Pupils and teachers join in wishing Mr. Stott and his 
family the very best of luck and happiness in their new 
home and occupation. 
-Po!)a Filly Eight 
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- "Congratulations, Bucky" -
- -
- -
- ,.. 
-
- hot, tired, thirsty -
Page Filly-Nine 
Pictorially 
Speaking 
There is an old saying that a 
picture is worth a thousand 
words. Here ore a few of the 
camera highlights of 1956-57 
that should say at least 5,000 
words per page. This is Voca-
tional in action. 
- Back in W.5.S.A. again -
- Pete improved most -
---
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STILL MORE PICTORIAL TALK 
- Whoo, back - far enough -
- Relax, ref. You're safe -
Bucky, Jerry and Paul 
- trouble ahead. End of line -
- /eggo/ Darn you -
r 
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BUGS, by Joni Hitch 
Bugs are rather pesky things 
When summer rolls around; 
Spiders, beetles, bumble bees, 
And flies that make you frown. 
On picnic grounds, where ants galore 
Run wild upon our cloth, 
We wish we'd brought some DDT 
To scare these creatures off. 
But when the sunny days are gone 
And insects hibernate, 
Within cocoons and under rocks. 
On twigs so delicate. 
We miss these little critters 
That perch upon our no'se, 
And look at us with big green eyes 
Before they eat a rose. 
• • • • 
Girl friend to boy friend: "Will you love me when my 
hair has turned to silver?" 
B.F. to G.F. "Why not? I've loved you through all the 
other colours. 
A TEEN AGE GIRL 
by Judy Bradley 
The modern girl is seldom home, 
And when she is, she's on the phone. 
She rarely listens to her mother, 
She always spanks and scolds her brother. 
All day she drives the household crazy 
By simply being downright lazy! 
She ploys the radio at full blast, 
And dances 'till they're all aghast. 
She talks in circles-calls it bop, 
But as for sc.hoolwork "It's a flop!" 
Every night she vacates the house 
To entertain "as quiet as a mouse?" 
Her closet is full of expensive clothes 
But only a miracle makes her wear those; 
Her favourite attire is tight blue jeans; 
Her skin is covered with make-up creams. 
Today's teen age girl enjoys life fully 
Although she is a bit unruly. 
• • • • 
Jane: "I know a man who swallows swords." 
Sue: "That's nothing. I know a man who inhales Camels." 
• • • • 
Said the young man: "My life has been wrecked; 
My love has a cross-eyed defect. 
And the light that lies in her wonderful eyes 
Has an indirect lighting effect." 
Girl: " What's the difference between dancing and march-
ing?" 
W . D. Lowe Cadet: " I don't know." 
Girl: "That's what I thought. Let's sit this one out." 
BLUE TYPING DAYS 
by Joan Rowse CI 1 A 
Some days my typing seems a chore, 
I type one word and can type no more. 
Each word I do contains an error, 
And then my work becomes a terror. 
Bang goes the carriage with a crash I 
Out comes the paper in a flash! 
In it goes with the other trash, 
And I roll in a sheet to try once more. 
Slowly now, I count to ten, 
But seldom get past four 
Before it starts all over again. 
• • • • 
Mr. Sherman: "Jim, use the words 'analyze' and 'ana-
tomy" in a sentence." 
Jim: " My analyze over the ocean, 
My analyze over the sea; 
Oh who will go over the ocean 
And bring back my anatomy?" 
LA SOPA 
by Gladys Boychuk, Cl 2A 
An Englishman walked into a restaurant in South 
America and ordered some "sopa". 
The waiter brought the "sopa" but the Englishman 
said in his best Spanish, " No puedo comer la sopa". 
" No puede usled comer la sopa? I just don't under-
stand it. I 'II call the head waiter." 
The head waiter came and said, "No puede usted 
comer I a sopa? I can't understand it. I'll call the cook." 
The cook came and said, "No puede usted comer 
la sopa? I don't understand it. I'll call the owner." 
The owner came and said, " No puede usted comer 
la sopa? "Por que?" 
"Because", answered the Englishman, "I have no 
cuchara'.'' 
Translation: 
la sopa - the soup 
No puede comer la sopa - I cannot eat the soup 
No puede usted comer la sopa? - You can't eat the 
soup? 
Por que? - Why? 
cuchara - spoon 
Ron: "If you put seven ducks in a box and shake them 
up, what'II you have?" 
Don: "I don't know. What?" 
Ron: "A box of quackers." 
Pag~ Sixty,Four 
"ON SA YING PLEASE" 
by Marion Perrin, C 1 2A 
Never soy chivalry is deod. You might think it some-
times, but it's only your imoginotion. Actually, "please" 
is still in our vocabulary. "Please" should not be con-
sidered one of the few remaining niceties, but one of 
the necessities of good manners 
Good Manners? They change almost from genera-
tion to generation. But "please" hos persisted as a com-
pliment to a request since earliest times. This compliment 
has been and will continue to be one of respect. Every 
man is elated by an expression of respect and is more 
likely to read favourably to the request. To refuse to 
"Pass the salt" would be inconceivable, but what a 
pleasure it is to grant a request for the salt! 
Niceties could be eliminated, but never will be. 
They will be forgotten occasionally by the thoughtless, or 
insincere, but never eliminated. 
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"SPRING IS HERE!" 
by Mary Bei ko, C 12A 
The snow begins to melt, 
And flows oway in streams. 
A soft stirring, is felt 
Beneath the dark brown earth. 
And slowly, but surely, 
The green blades come forth 
To form an emerald carpet. 
The shy buds begin lo waken; 
To peep through their blanket of leaves; 
To hesitatingly show their heads; 
And to proudly blossom forth, 
As one of Nature's beauties. 
The trees, too, become alive 
With blossoms and with birds 
Singing, because they're alive 
This sunny Spring day, 
When the world is reborn, 
When gentle Spring arrives! 


